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Council Dlay help engineer plans
Attorney affirms CHE review authority Consultant considers
Kentucky's capacity

BY KELLY M ENSER
EOITOR•IN-CHIEF

Potential VIolations

The independence with
which Murray State University
and Paducah Community
College have been pursuing
engineering education programs may soon be usurped by
a higher authority.
The Council on Higher
Education recently received a
legal opinion affirming its
potential authority to review
both the MSU pact with the
University of Louisville and the
PCC-University of Kentucky
agreement.
Written by Michael Goldstein
of the Washington, D.C., law
firm
Dow, Lohnes and
Albertson, the 10-page document outlines CHE statutory
and implied powers concerning

KRS 164.020 (8} - CHE should define and
approve all degree ~nd certificate programs.

BY KELLY M ENSER
EDITOR•IN-CHIEF

....--- ----------------i KRS 164.020(5} - CHE may review and approve
MSU .. University of Louisville

.

all capital construction projects costing more
than $400,000.

Articulation agreement states that credits earned
CHE Policy Manual - New engineering programs
by MSU students and graduates of ttie existing
must
meet employer/student demand and be
physics program may transfer to U of L engineering
consistent
with proposing institution's mission.
programs, allowing for degree attainment from
U of L No additional funds required.

Paducah Community College - University of Kentucky
'

$8 million donated to PCC are to go toward construction of a.chemical and
mechanical engineering facility in Paducah. Students would be, taught by
PCC and UK faculty at Paducah and would earn UK degrees. Annual . ·
operations estimates for the program range from $1.5 million $5 million.

to

Source: Law Firm of Dow, Lohnes and Albertson
Chad E. Holder/ Graphics Editor

See ENGINEERI NG/16

Connections ...
The upcoming "Connections" in-service will address these areas:

Paducah Community College says "80." The Kentucky
Department for Employment Services says "19."
The Council on Higher Education says, "We'll find out."
Just how many engineers a year does Western Kentucky
need? By this fall, the CHE hopes to know.
During Council meetings Sunday and Monday, a recommendation was approved to hire an outside consultant who will determine by September the Commonwealth's need for engineers.
Past studies by various institutions have indicated very different results. Included are five reviews conducted under Council
auspices - the last in 1993 - which concluded that existing
programs adequately met professional engineering needs.
PCC President Len O'Hara said Paducah research disagrees.
"I am certain... they will find what we did," O'Hara said.
The 1993-94 Paducah study found that the area requires 80
engineers each year to replace those retiring and relocating.
Although he may not share O'Hara's certainty of the study
results, Murray State University President Kern Alexander supports the Cou ncil's decision.
"The Council shouldn't appprove anything in this regard
unless they've determined that t here is a need," Alexander said.

LION LOVIN'

Staffers turn
on the charm
James Booth, said it is easy to
get caught up in one's job.
"You concentrate so much on
They have charm, grace and
the
issues and the problems in
poise. Their manners are secyour immediate position that
ond to none. No, these are not
you forget that you're really
contestants in the Miss
here for the students," he said.
America pageant.
"This
is just an in-service proMurray State University is
fessional
development workstarting its own "charm
shop
to
remind
us all that we
school," and the staff and
need
to
be sensitive to stuadministrators will be its first
dents and concentrate on how
graduates.
to improve communication and
"Providing quality service to
interaction
with students."
students on campus is a key ~
Murray State modeled its
element in getting and keeping
program
after one at East
students at MSU," President
Tennessee
State University,
Kern Alexander said. "It is
which
Mike
Young, assistant
essential that we pay close
associate
vice
president of stuattention to the quality of
dent
affairs,
visited
this suminteraction between a student
mer.
and members of our
University staff."
More than 700 staff memA campus-wide quality serbers will be trained in groups
vice program, "Connections,"
of 20-25 people for three conwill begin training staff and
secutive weeks in two-hour
administrators this semester
sessions.
in developing good customer
Twenty trained facilitators,
service principles.
who are also Murray State
"The whole gist of the prostaff members, will moderate
gram is how we treat people
the groups. They will meet a
and how we interact," said
fo!Jrth time, 30-60 days after
Don Robertson, associate vice
the third meeting, for a followpresident of student affairs.
up session.
"We are not saying people
Robertson said programs
are doing bad jobs, we are just similar to "Connections" will
trying to see how we can do
be used next year to train facthem better."
ulty and part-time student
Provost and vice president of workers to provide better seracademic and student affairs,
vice.
BY JENNY W OHLLEB

SENIOII STAff WRIT£R

News

Danny Voweii/Staff

Me m bers of Alpha De lta Pi sorority w elcome with hugs t o the ir pride rushees recelvin1 bids Monday at the Curr ls Cent e r. Bid
Day marked the end of deferred Rush W eek activities fo r Murray State University sororities. See story, page 9.

Senate votes to boot Fall Break
Faculty s upport
longer Thanksgiving
vacation instead
BY. KELLY H ICKS
MANo\GING EDITOR

The Faculty Senate voted 16-4, with one
abstaining, Tuesday in favor of a proposal
that would eliminate Fall Break and
extend Thanksgiving vacation to a week.
The Academic P.olicies Committee prepared the proposal and decided that Fall

3

"1 voted against the proposal because it
was the first I had heard of it," said Sandra
Sanders, assistant professor of libraries. "I
would have liked to have had a chance to
consider the plan before the vote was
passed."

Duford said that if the proposal passes
the Academic Council, the new schedule
would probably not go into effect until
1996.

Index

Holiday Hoops.•.

Say What?

MSU student arrested in connection
with local fire thanks to
tips from Crime
Stoppers.

not attending/' DuFord said. "We have to
have 73 days - plus or minus two-per
semester - and the new schedule won't
affect that."

Sports

College Life

Mystery solved...

Break was not being used as a study day as
was originally intended, and that class
attendance on Monday and Tuesday prior
to Tha.I\ksgiving was low.
"The proposal goes to Jim Booth's office,
and if he approves it then it goes to the
Academic Council." said Sally Duford,
associate professor of family and consumer
studies. "If they agree, then it will be
implemented."
Duford said canceling classes for the
week of Thanksgiving would help professors.
"They have had trouble in the past with
preparing class assignments and students

Various languages are now being
offered to give students
more opportunities to
become bilingual.

9

Did you miss Murray State men's
and women's basketball teams' action? It's
time to catch up.

13
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Pageant applications available

The ~ur:ray State Newa,
Janwa:y 1.1,

1'"

WEEK IN PREVIEW

Applications for the Little Mister and Miss MSU pageant are
now available from the Student Government Association.
Applications are due March 10 and the competition will be held
at 5:30 p.m., April 1, in the Currie Center Theater.
Age groups for the pageant are: 0 - 2 years; 3 - 5 years; 6 - 10
years; and 11 - 15 years. The entry fee is $20 for the public and
$10 for children of Murray State students.
For more information and a copy of the contract and applica. tion, write the Student Government Association, Box 2002,
University Station, Murray, Ky, 42071, or call 762-6951.

Friday, Jan. 27
• Cinema International - Pink Floyd The Wall, 7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free.
• AQHA horse show - 7 p.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
Sponsored by the West Kentucky Quarter Horse Association. Free.

Saturday, Jan. 28
• AQHA horse show - 8 a.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
Sponsored by the West Kentucky Quarter Horse Association. Free.
• Exhibition - Opening reception for senior exhibition by Rebecca
Glasscock, 2 p.m. - 5 p.m., Curris Center Gallery. Exhibition runs
through Feb. 5.
• Cinema International - Pink Floyd The Wall, 7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free.
• Lady Racer basketball- Lady Racers vs. Austin Peay,_1 p.m.,
Racer Arena.
• Men's basketball- Racers vs. Tennessee State, 8 p.m., Racer
Arena.

More parking for commuters
Thanks to rezoning, commuter students will have more places
to park this semester.
Two rows of parking spaces located south of Olive Boulevard.
and Woods Hall have been changed to accommodate red permits.
The change makes over 30 new spaces available for commuters.

Waterfield extends hours

Sunday, Jan. 29

Waterfield Library has extended its hours for the spring
semester.
New hours for the library are: 7:30a.m.- 11 p.m., Monday
thr ough Thursday; 7:30 a.m.- 8 p.m. Friday; 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.,
Saturday; and 1 p.m.- 11 p.m., Sunday.

• AQHA horse show- 8 a.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
,
Sponsored by the West Kentucky Quarter Horse Association. Free.

Monday, Jan. 30

Accounting review classes offered

Mic.helle Stinnett/Staff
"Heaven and Earth," by Paul H. Sasso, is part of the biennial
faculty exhibition In the Eagle Gallery through Feb. 17.

In cooperation with Lehigh University, review courses for the
Certified Management Accountants' examinations will be offered
this semester via satellite on Tuesday nights from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
in Room 211 of the Collins Center for Industry and Technology.
Economics, finance and management (part 1) will be held from
Feb. 7 through April 4. Decision analysis and information systems (part 4) will run Aprilll to May 23.
To register for either course, call Peg Kercsmar at Lehigh
University's Office of Continuing, Distance and Summer Studies,
(610) 758-5794.
For more information on the courses, call the Office of
Community Education, 762-2160.

• Meeting - Student Law Association, 3:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Guest speaker will be Dean Shipley from the University of
Kentucky School of Law.
• Men's basketball - Racers vs. Morehead State, 3:30p.m., Racer
Arena.
• Lady Racer basketball- lady Racers vs. Tennessee State, 5:45
p.m., Racer Arena.

Minority teaching money available
Scholarship money is available for minority Kentucky residents planning to teach in the Commonwealth. The renewable
scholarships, ranging from $500 to $3,000 per academic year,
are available for the 1995 spring semester and summer session.
Applicants must have declared teacher education as a major
and be in the process of pursuing admission into the teacher
education program. Applicants must also be full-time undergraduate or graduate students, have earned at least 30 hours and
have a 2.5 grade-point average.
Transfer students and graduates planning to return to the
University to become teacher certified are also eligible.
Recipients arc required to maintain a 2.5 GPA, maintain fulltime enrollment, complete a teacher education program in the
prescribed time, earn a Kentucky teaching certificate and teach
in the state one semester for each semester or summer term the
scholarship is received. If the recipient chooses to teach outside
the state, he or she will be required to pay back the scholarship
amount.
Interested students s hould call Carmen Garland, 762-3165, or
stop by the University Scholarship Office in Ordway Hall.

Academic team organizing
The academic team will hold its spring organizational meeting
at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Ohio Room of the Currie Center.
All students are invited to participate and there is no minimum grade-point average requirement.
Anyone interested who cannot attend or for more information,
call Ted Brown at 762-4729 or Benjy DaviS at 753-1025.

Center offering group programs
The Counseling and Testing Centel"is offering several group
prograrris for students, faculty and staff.
Programs are being offered in assertiveness training, for adult
children of dysfunctional families, for adults with adult attention
deficit disorder and for survivors of abusive relationships.
Individuals interested in participating in any of these groups
Bhould call Jane Etheridge, 762-6851, for an initial interview.
Group meetings will begin in early February.

Singles dances scheduled
River City Singles is sponsoring a singles dance from 7 p.m. midnight every Saturday in the Executive Inn Convention
Center in Paducah. Admission is $5.
For.more information, calll-800-537-7243, ext. 5615.

Tuesday, Jan.31
• Open forum - "War of the Sexes," 3:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Sponsored by the Women's Center. Free and open to the
public.
• Fund raising recital - Music faculty showcase scholarship recital,
8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall. Admission $5 adults, $2 students with

10.

Wednesday,-Feb. 1
• Blood d rive- 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Curris Center. Sponsored by
Alpha Sigma Alpha.
• Meeting - Organizational meeting of a support group for survivors
of abusive relationships, 5 p.m.• Ordway Hall, Room 201. Open to
the public.

Thursday, Feb. 2
• Blood drive -10 a.m.- 5 p.m., Currie Center. Sponsored by
Alpha Sigma Alpha.
• Meeting - Organizational meeting of a stress management group
for women with multiple roles, 5 p.m., Ordway Hall, Room 201 .
Open to the public.
• Cinema International- Toto le Heros, 7:30p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free.
• Faculty recital - John Dressler, horn, and Marie Taylor, plano, 8
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
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rush chairman
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come to Arby's Roast Beef Sale?
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sandwich for j ust 99~. So hurry to Arby's. kausc
missing 1 sale this good, would be senseless.

"~· 9'9;ksular Roastkef Sale
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Student to go before grand jury
in connection with Dec. 3 arson

Region gains better
access to University
thro·u gh bus service

BY E.L. GOLD
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A Murray State student was
arrested Jan. 14 and charged
with igniting the Dec. 3 fire
that
destroyed
a
1988
Freightliner road tractor in the
Jot of Taber's Dody Shop on
Chestnut Street.
David M. Larsen, 19, a freshman from Louisville, waived a
preliminary hearing Tuesday
on charges of !"econd degree
arson in connection with the
fire. The case will go directly to
the grand jury in February.
Larsen is lodged in the
CaJJoway County Jail on
$ 15,000 cash bond.
According to an nffidavit tiled
with the court, Larsen was
attending a party in an apartment on the second floor of the
Bradley Bookstore building on
the night of the incident.
Larsen and a friend left the
party at about 1:30 a.m. to "go
outside and s moke a joint,"
according to the affid avit . As
they left, Larsen picked up one
or more cans of a liquid that a
witness said "looked like paint
thinner."
Also according to the affidavit, after Larsen's fri end got
into h is car, he looked back and
saw a flash, after which Lars en
ran up to the car, jumped in
and said, "I lit it;"
The affidavit sta tes that
Larsen was laughing a nd said
he did not think the truck had
caught fire.

BY

KELLY

I.

HICKS

• M ANAGING EDITOR

E.L. Gold/Staff
Gerald Taber, owner and operator of Tabe r's Body Shop, Freightliner road t ractor was se t on flre
Dec. 3. A Murray State University ~tudents has been arre sted and charged In the Incident.

The two men then left the
area and did not realize the
truck was burning until they
returned to Chestnut Street
about 30 minutes later and saw
the Murray Fire Department.
on the scene.
The truck belongs to Gerald
Taber, owner and operator of
Taber's Body Shop. He said
some parts of the truck will be
salvageable, but estimated the
fire damage at $10,000 to
$15,000.
"I'll have to put a new cab on
it and do some work on the

THE
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engine," Taber said. "After a
fire like that, there's all kinds
of things that go wrong. You
just have to fmd and fix them."
The case was referred to the
Murray Crime Stoppers unit,
which offered a reward of
$2,000 for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of
the arsonist.
In a graphic appeal for help
in the case, Taber moved the
truck from his back lot, where
the fire occurred, to the front of
the buil~ing. He also placed a
large sign on the truck's

bumper detailing the Crime
Stoppers reward and telephone
number.
Detective Brad Haley, police
coordinator for Crime Stoppers,
said the unit then received calls
about the incident from three
individuals.
Haley said he weighted the
importance of each call equally,
and thus will divide the reward
money among all three callers.
"The calls all came in fairly
close together, so we'll just split
the reward," he said. "It's the
first time we've had to do that." ·

Murray State University r ecently purchased buses to be
used in a sh uttle service to Hopkinsville and Paducah in an
effort to bring a university education to people who would not
otherwise be able to attend because of the distance.
"'fh:e more we can do to make it convenient for people to
come here the better," said John Fitzgibbon, director of
Administrative Services,·"and our goal is to make higher education possible for a greater number of people."
The buses were purchased from the Calloway County School
District for $4,500 per vehicle. They are in need of repairs to
be able to handle the stress of the long commutes.
The University is preparing budgets for the Hopkinsville
and Paducah communities, requesting that they contribute
funds to the proposed shuttle system.
"If everybody rejects us, we'll figure out how to do it,
because we think it's important enough to do this for students'
convenience," said Murray State President Kern Alexander.
"We're having some remodeling done on them so that they will
be reliable enough, and comfortable enough, that we can connect Murray State University with Paducah, Mayfield
'
Hopkinsville and maybe Benton."
The buses are expected to be completed and the commuter
service running in the spring 1996 semester.
"When we identify the exact route and time, then the nontraditional students can pick a schedule around that and
through advising, we would help ensure that they got classes
that they needed, so that this would be an added convenience," said James Booth, provost and vice president of academic and student affairs. "I don't have any illusions about
that being real simple to do; it's going to be difficult, but it's
doable."
Non-traditional students will not be the only ones who will
benefit from the shuttle service.
"A lot of women and men here don't have cars, so they could
get on the bus and go shopping at Paducah, get on the next
bus and come home," Alexander said. "What we'd like to do is
not just have one route a day. We could pretty much keep o~
the road all day."
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Deal with

IN OUR OPINION

Charm school for
administrators and
staff to improve PR
The administration is working to make Murray
State a student-oriented university.
The "Connections" program will provide training
for staff and administrators on how to better
respond to student and community needs on a personal level.
We believe that this is a move in the right direction.
The training should improve the quality and success of relations that students have with administration and staff members.
Students leave the University with lasting impressions that will affect future enrollment and alumni
support. A situation handled poorly can quickly
erode the goodwill between student and university.
Many University employees are very good at relating to students. "Connections" will better prepare
them for that important task.
What about student workers?
They will be involved in a training program called
"Partners" that will teach them how to better deal
with the public.
Students should reciprocate by displaying equal
courtesy and respect.

Faculty Senate moves
to scuttle Fall Break ·
The Faculty Senate has passed a proposal that
would eliminate Fall Break.
Citing the lack of studying on the Friday of break,
the faculty would like to axe Fall Break and extend
Thanksgiving break to a full week.
The faculty will present the measure to Provost
and vice president of academic and student affairs
Dr. James Booth. The Academic Council will then
review the proposal and decide whether it merits the
change.
The Fall Break was first held in 1992 in response
to student requests for a mid-semester respite.
Students do not want to wait three months for relief.
Without Fall Break, students will have only two
weeks of school between Thanksgiving and finals.
Contrary to the spirit of the initiative to create a
student centered University, this proposal clearly
favors the interests of the faculty.
If an extra day off is considered crucial for faculty,
perhaps they should consider a "dead day" between
the end of classes and finals.
Booth and the Academic Council would be well
advised to consider the views of students. After all,
it is their break on the line.
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pregnancy,
not abortion
With the 22nd anniversary of
the Roe v. Wade decision last
Sunday, and the supposed conservative mandate for the new
Congress, that topic has resurfaced.
We
have
In
heard
t he
issue
disMy
cussed
by
Opinion politicians,
pastors, prochoicers, prolifers and persons particularly persuaded toward one
side or the
other. We, ourselves, have
di8CU88ed it on •
several occa....._-:-7_-:----:- sions,• growing
red-faced and coming away
with judgments about one
another's morality.
But who really supports
abortion?
really
advocates
Who
destroying a fetus with the
potential for valuable human
life?
Noone.
No matter what the thousands of "Marchers for Life"
seemed to indicate Monday in
our capital, the problem is not
abortion. The problem is
unwanted pregnancy, the prerequisite for abortion.
Abortion opponents assert 1
that since the 1973 Roe v.
Wade decision, which is said to
have legalized the act, more
than 23 million fetuses have
been aborted. Though not the
O.J. Simpson. O.J. Simpson. O.J. Simpson.
"Hello. This is Dan Rather with CBS news.
only instances, the majority of
That name has floated through my subcon- You are watching live coverage of the O.J.
these occurred among teenage
scious all week. I hear it whispered in my sleep. Simpson trial. I am speaking with our news corgirls who were suddenly thrust
It echoes through the hallways as I walk to class. respondent outside of the courtroom. J ohn
(or who suddenly thrust themEvery time I open a newspaper, turn on the tele- Madden, tell us what is going on out there?"
selves) into the realm of adult
vision or listen to the radio, it's there.
''Yes, Dan. O.J. Simpson's lawyers are opening
decision-making.
I feel as though I am being up with a tenacious defense. They were slow
Thankfully, Kentucky's legisIn
haunted by the ghosts of O.J. starting out this morning, but they have really
lators
have seen fit to include
past, present and future.
gained momentum. They were getting ready to
My
sex
education
classes in our
As the Trial-of-the-Century go in for an aggressive play when boom! They
children's curricula and we can
Opinion gets
underway, I imagine I feel were stopped short by the prosecution's objecpostpone our pink and/or blue
as many other Americans feel tions. You could hear that hit from here.
booty purchases for some time.
right now- O.J. has become an
"It's really been a struggle, but so far both
Oh. were it only so.
O.D. (overdose).
teams seem to be equally matched. The end of
At a conference some months
No trial has received as much the game, I mean trial, should really come down
publicity as this one - not even to the wire. Whatever the results, it doesn't look ago, I learned that despite such
efforts, Kentucky has the highLorena Bobbitt, who had men like O.J.'s going to make the All-Madden team
est rate of teenage pregnancy
sleeping with guns under their this year."
in the United States.
pillows for months.
I saw a shooting star the other night, so I made
jENNIFER
Well, if you've gotta be good
I am loath to admit that I a wish: that the O.J. Simpson trial would go
WOHLLEB
at something....
have been watching the trial away until the jury had reached a verdict.
Senior Staff
As parents, educators and
each
day, but not by choice. Unfortunately, I would have better luck wishing
Writer
citizens,
we must educate peo....__
_, What else is there to watch? The
for world peace. Actually, peace might break out
ple
on
preventive
measu.res
networks have preempted all their programming if people across the planet stay glued to their
which
furnish
the
only
hope of
for the time being and God only knows when I'll televisions, watching the trial.
reducing
unwanted
pregQanget to see "All My Children" again.
I have quit speculating on his guilt or innoThere is an air of comedy to all this drama. cent. What I am now guessing at is which net- cies and the anguish that often
What I have seen does not resemble a criminal work will wise-up first and realize how much comes to those involved in such
situations:
trial as much as it reminds me of a ball game. money they will lose if they televise the entire
• Abstinence is s till an
And right now, we're just in the pre-game show. trial, which is estimated to last six months.
option.
It alleviates any possiTelevision viewers will see an unspecified
For those of you who work or have missed the
bility
of
becoming pregnant or
amount of the trial before broadcasters break in trial for some reason, don't lose heart. You'll be
contracting
a sexually transto do their play-by-play of the defense and pros- able to see it all when the O.J. Simpson trial is
mitted
disease.
ecution's strategies.
the Sunday night movie
• Proper use of condoms and
other birth control meth ods
have been proven to reduce to
reduce the risk of pregnancy.
• Sex is not simply a physical
experience. It has physical
After your first semester at Murray State, do you think that
and emotional consequences
your high school education prepared you for college?
which become the responsibility of the parties involved.
Also, we must work toward
converting unwanted pregnancies into wanted members of
our society. Perhaps then,
Kentucky can become first in
social responsibility.

Oyvey

it's more O.J.

____

Susan Brown

Phillip Little

Christie Collins

freshman, Hopkinsville

freshman, Whitesburgh

freshman, Louisville

"!think that I was

"Not completely.

"Yes, my high school

better prepared for

I wasn't prepared for

did prepare me for

college because I

college

MSU"

attended a junior

chemistry."

college before
coming to MSU"
By Michelle Stinnett

The Murray State News
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
letters should be 300
words or less and must
be signed. Contributors
should include their
address and phone num·
ber, for verifiCation. The
News reserves the right
to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are kept on file for
inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.
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Sacks on the Beach
California teams head to Miami for 'not-so-Super' Bowl XXIX

, All plays crucial to Diego Match h urts
ratiilgs, ads

Super Bowl Supremacy

BY MIKE 0HSTROM
ASSISTANT SPORTS EOITOI

Despite the alarming twenty-somethingpoint spread on Super Bowl XXIX between
the tlan Diego Chargers and the San
Franc1sco 49ers Sunday in Miami's Joe
Robbie Stadium, football fans need not be
afraid to watch what would seem to be
another blowout of an overmatched AFC
squad.
The truth is that the game, no matter the
amount of pomp and circumstance surrounding it, will still boil down to execution and luck. Indeed, the underdogs from
San Diego do possess enough talent to keep
up with the much-heralded 49ers, and it
will be imperative for the Chargers to
incorporate their personnel into their game
plan to neutralize or contain their opponents.

These teams have shown Super Bowl dominance,
compiling the most appearances In 29 years.

BY TOM KIMMEL
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Cowboys Dolphins 49ers Redsklna Bins
Source:Aimanac

Broncos Ralderi Steelers

Chad E.Holder/Graphics Editor
Trophy will be the health of All-Pro line- Dan Marino and Pittsburgh's Neil
backer Junior Seau and the strategy of O'Donnell repeatedly took advM:tage of
poor coverages, especially on crossing patdefensive coordinator Bill Arnsparger.
terns, for big passing games that were nulThe most interesting matchup on the
Seau, a player who has been compared to lified by San Diego comebacks.
field will be San Diego's offense vs. San the Tasmanian Devil for his ability to be
However, in the 49er huddle, not many
Francisco's defense. Will the offensive line all over the field, either at stopping the
of the ..Bolts" be able to open running lanes run, rushing the quarterback or covering changes have to be made. The clear
for Natrone Means, a 250-pound running fleet-footed receivers, is ailing from a nerve favorites are on a roll, and do not need to
back with 4.5 second speed in the 40-yard injury in his left trapezius muscle. In other adjust much to the Chargers' style of play,
dash, to keep the ball in the hands of the words, when Seau puts too much stress on especially if quarterback Steve Young can
Chargers instead of the dangerous 49er his left shoulder, his whole left arm will go engineer some quick scores early. Still, if
offense? Will quarterback Stan Humphries temporarily numb. His prescence, prefer- the San Francisco offense is not in gear,
be able to make the big plays with an· ably healthy, will be crucial for the San Diego will be right in the thick of
things, most likely riding the coattails of a
underrated receiving corps? Or will the Chargers' success.
30-carry performance from Means.
Gold Rush Defense, one of the few in the
Meanwhile, Arnsparger has to be wonNFL that could probably stop San
dering
what he can allow the potent 49er
After all, the players are the ones who
Francisco's West Coast attack, si: ply be
offense
to
get
in
order
to
keep
San
determine
the champion, not the media or
too fast, too strong and too overpowering?
Francisco out of the end zone as much as the experts. Just ask Joe Namath, whose
On defense, the main points of emphasis possible. Arnsparger's philosophy to stop New York Jets pulled off his guaranteed
for San Diego in keeping the 'NinerF from the opposition's running game first has upset over the heavily-favored Baltimore
running away with the Vince Lombardi been burned in the playoffs, as Miami's Colts in Super Bowl III.

Competition level calls for wet fuse
· ons, has all the makings of a
On Sunday evening, all of
blowout.
America will be glued to their
· The AFC Champion San
television sets for the singleDiego Chargers wil come into
biggest event in all of sports.
Miami's Joe Robbie Stadium
And more
for
Super Bowl XXIX as the
often
than
In ·
not, the single biggest underdog in the histoMy
ry of the NFL's championship
biggest dud.
game.
Yes football
Opinion
fans, it is once
Favored by a whopping 19
again time for points, the mighty NFC
the Super
Champion San Francisco 49ers
Bowl- a
will bring in one of the most
time when a
prolific offenses in NFL history
and a highly-rated defense led
whole nation
by All-Pro cornerback Deion
, stops to witness what is
Sanders.
Scorr
supposed to
All season, the Niners have
NANNEY
be the best
played like a team on a misSports
game of the
sion. After finally ridding
Editor
year.
themoelves of the two-time
~---------~
Ofthe28
champion Dallas Cowboys two
previous Super Bowls, only a
weeks ago, San Francisco is
handful have been worthy of
poised to capture a league-best
the hype that surrounds an
fifth Super Bowl title.
event of this magnitude. And
On the opposite side of the
this year's game all but
spectrum are the upstart
promises another disappointChargers, who will be making
ing outcome.
their first trip to the big game
This, the 29th meeting of the after some had picked them to
National and American
finish dead last in the AFC's
Football Conference champiWestern Division.

\

San Piego has been the
league's biggest surprise after
defeating the Pittsburgh
Steelers for the AFC
Championship. But the question is, do the Chargers have
enough for one more miracle?
The answer is "No!"
Fans who are accustomed to
switching channels after the
game gets out ofhand won't
even have to wait until halftime this year. The game will
already be out of hand just
shortly after kickoff.
ThiS year I might even get a
chance to catch one of those
neat little cable specials that
air on other stations.
By the end of the first quarter, Steve Young already will
have 300 yards passing and
Jerry Rice already will have
scored a half dozen touchdowns. After everything is said
and done, the 49ers will walk
away with the Vince Lombardi
Trophy after demolishing San
Diego 42-10.
By the way, does anybody
know what channel the "Leave
It To Beaver" marathon is on?

If you are unhappy with the
matchup in Super Bowl XXIX,
you are not alone.
Last year the NFL and
advertisers
wanted
San
Francisco and Kansas City.
Instead we got a Dallas-Buffalo
lopsided rematch.
This year was to be different.
This year, Dallas was supposed
to meet Pittsburgh en route to
an unprecedented third consecutive Super Bowl title. And
Pittsburgh was to go for a
three-peat of its own, as they
had beaten the Cowboys in two
previous Super Bowls.
But it did not happen. So the
league will worry about low
ratings, and the advertisers
will be concerned about a
blowout that will cause everyone east of the Rockies to turn
off the game by halftime.
Some people will do just that.
Others will continue to watch
because the Super Bowl has
turned into a huge event, the
actual game part of which is
often secondary to the hype.
Take, for instance, commercial involvement. Companies
are spending $1 million for a
30-second ad. Huge corpora-

ANALYSIS
tiona like Ford and Reebok will
roll out their best ads in an
effort to get more for their dollars. Nike's mentally unbalanced referee, played by
Dennis Hopper, will make an
appearance, McDonald's super
fans just might make the game,
M&M's may introduce a new
color and tho Bud Bowl will
play its final quarter.
Some people will stay tuned
just to watch Indiana Jones
and his group of Disney actors
take the field at halftime.
Other attractions are the
flamboyant personalities of
Deion Sanders and his teammates. He signed with San
Francisco for much less than he
was offered by other teams
because he wanted a chance at
a championship. And once he
has his ring, he will likely move
on to a lesser team with more:
money, but Super Bowl XXIX
will be Primetime's moment in
the sun, and he will take it.
And finally, we will watch
because no matter the score,
this is the last NFL game for
more than six months.

Students stock snacks for
super Sunday smashes
"''m pulling for the
underdog, just for the
heck of it," he said.
Tortilla chips
Marcy Donkin,
and salsa stocks
senior from West
are expected to
Frankfort, Ill., has
rise today through
other reasons for
Sunday as party
rooting
for
San
planners plot first
Diego.
quarter platters.
Her favorite team,
Analysts project
the
Pittsburgh
fourth
quarter
Steelers, was defeatalcohol sales will
ed by the Chargers'
increase nearly
opponents Sunday,
200 percent while
the San Francisco
fans
question
49ers.
t heir
viewing
Richmond.Hall resinvestments.
ident adviser Mark
Despite warnTrout said he hopes
ings of a quickly
fans of both teams
Jud Cook/Photo Editor will show for the
decided blowout,
many
students Members of Lambda Chi Alpha p ar up for dorm's Super Bowl
and groups on Sunday•s game with a Sega Genesis matchup smash this weekend.
campus plan to between the <t9ers and the Chargers.
In addition to servparty on through
ing pizza, chips and
Super Bowl XXIX Sunday.
sodas, Trout, sophomore from Dexter, Mo.,
The brothers of Sigma Chi will feast on said the Hall Council will provide door prizes,
pizza while watching the game at their house, including an item from the University
said member Casey Preston, senior from Bookstore for the resident who most closely
Bowling Green.
guesses the final score.
BY KELLY MENSfR

EoiTOI•IN.CHIEf

-------.,
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Residential halls experience holiday
thefts, investigations still pending
Bv E.L. GoLD
SfNIOR STAff WRITER

Three Murray State students returned
from Christmas break to find their rooms
had been burglarized while they were
away. A fourth room was plundered Jan.
17.

Property reported stolen ranged in value
from $120 to more than $5,000.
Mark D. Robinson, freshman from
Milford, Conn., and David C. Thomas,
freshman from Louisville, reported personal property including a TV, CDs and a CD
player missing from their rooms in
Franklin Hall on Jan. 16.
Jay Adams, senior from McKenzie,
Tenn., reported 40 CDs missing from his

they do have what he called "definite
leads" in the case.
Joe Green, associate director of Public
Safety, said the agency has determined
that the theft from Adderley's room probably occurred on Jan. 17, after some residents had moved back into the residence

room in Clark Hall on Jan. 17.
Sean Adderley,
freshman
from
Montverde, Fla., reported the loss of electronic equipment and clothes valued at
$5,258 from his room in Richmond Hall
Jan. 18.
Tommy Phillips, investigative sergeant
for Public Safety, said he believes the first
two reported incidents, and possibly the
third, are related.
The theft.~ occurred during Christmas
break and were cliscovered when the residents returned to their rooms.
Phillips said he believes the theft from
Adderley's room is not related to the others.
Phillips said Public Safety has made no
arrests in connection with the thefts, but

hall.

Green said one factor common to all the
thefts was that they involved no forced
entry to the rooms.
"Several people had access to the residence halls (during Christmas break)," he
said. "The buildings were sprayed and they
had security rovers checking."
Green said Public Safety considers the
cases open and the investigation is continuing.

Charges reduced iil
shooting incident
..
BY E.l. GoLD
SENIOR STAff WRITER

Two former Murray State
students charged with attempted murder and wanton endangerment in November saw their
charges drastically reduced or
eliminated by the December
session of the Calloway County
grand jury.
The grand jury returned a notrue bill in the case of Jessica

Wilson, formerly a freshman
from Paducah1 who was
charged with one count of
attempted murder.
A no-true bill means the
grand jury did not find sufficient evidence against Wilson
to warrant a trial. The charges
were dropped.
Charges against Dennis
Park, a sophomore from
Paducah last semester, who
was originally charged with

.

.

• ••

one count of attempted murder
and four counts of wanton
endangerment, were reduced to
one count of second degree
wanton endangerment, a misdemeanor.
Park faces a pretrial hearing
on that charge Tuesday. He
was released from Calloway
County Jail Dec. 9 on $5,000
unsecured bond.
According to admission
records, neither Wilson nor

•

•

•

•
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J1nu1ry 16
1:38 p.m. Marl< D. Robinson, resident of Franklin Hall, reported Items
stolen from his room. Missing were a TV, COs, and a CO Player. The
items are valued at $480.
David C. Thomas reported the theft of personal property from his room
In Franklin Hall. The property Is valued at $120.
J1nuary 17
2:10p.m. Jay Adams reported the theft of 40 COs from his room in
Clark Hall.
January 18
9:43 a.m. Sean Adderley reported the theft of personal property from
his room in Richmond Hall. The property is valued at $5,258.

10:22a.m. A fight was reported in front of Winslow. The situation was
resolved.

I

January 19
9:05 p.m. A student backed into a light pole at Elizabeth Hall, knocking
it down. No injuries were reported.
J1nuary 20
8:54a.m. Loretta Powell reported the theft of a heart monitor from
Room 131 in the Industry and Technology Building.

January 23
3:40 p.m. A student reported she had been assaulted by her exboyfriend. He is not a student at Murray State. The situation is under
Investigation.
6:52 p.m. A complaint was filed about a possible stalking situation. It Is
under investigation.
~uary~

The
original
charges
stemmed from an incident that
occurred Halloween night on
Main Street near the Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity house.
Police reports said Wilson
and Park had attempted to kill
a Madison, Tenn., man after
the three left a party on South
16th Street.

•
1:04 1.m. Randell D. Patterson, Paducah, was arrested pursuant to a
warrant on fourth degree assault charge. The assault was reported
Jan. 23. Patterson is not a Murray State student.
2:00 1.m. Murray Police requested assistance to comrol a fight at the
Alpha Tau Omega house.
Racer Patrol Escort. - 18
Motorist Asalata - 10

Information for Pollee Beat was gathered and complied by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.

•

17 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 Block from MSU Dormslll
Monday • Saturday 1 o a.m. • 6 p.m.

•

Park is enrolled in
!Jniversity this semester.
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1506 Chestnut
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Pregnancy Tests
(All Services Confidential)

New Hours:
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Former MSU President
takes position at.Clemson

Recruitment efforts con tinue under watchful eye of President Alexander
BY JONATHAN OLIVER
ASSJ~TANT MANAGING EDITOR

'
Murray
State University
President Kern Alexander
began a campaign to increase
enrollment at Murray State
when he outlined several new
and aggressive recruitment
plans last semester during the
September Faculty Senate
meeting.
Many of these ideas are now
in place and are expected to
have an impact on enrollment
next fall.
"The difference is that it is
President Alexander who is
leading t he charge for recruitment," said Phil Bryan, dean of
admissions and registrar. "This
has made all the difference in
the world because it is coming
from the top."
One of the more prominent
programs is_ the Search of
Thoroughbreds program, which

is an effort to utilize the alumni of Murray State in an effort
to reach prospective students.
"We're seeing tremendous
results with this program," said
Paul Radke, director of school
relations. "It's building our
prospect pool with the help of
our alumni."
Another addition to the
recruitment effort is the
Telemarketing Center located
in the Gene-r al Services
Building. Five nights a week,
from 6 to 9 p.m. , students and
faculty place calls to prospective students, encouraging
them to come to Murray State.
"It is doing a wonderful job,",
Radke said. "We're calling
thousands of students and really personalizing our recruitment efforts with the use of
students and faculty."
Radke said he has met at
least one prospective student's
family who complimented the

program, and said it was the
phone
call
from
the
Telemarketing Center that convinced them to consider
Murray State. ·
"The Telemarketing Center is
really paying off for us and will
pay off for us down the road,"
Radke said.
More money will be spent on
financial incentives as well,
with the additioq of 21 incentive grant counties and the creation of alumni family grants.
Prospective students from
incentive grant counties located in Southern Illinois,
Southeast Missouri, Southern
Indiana and West Tennesseewill be eligible for $2,000
grants to help offset the cost of
out-of-state tuition.
With the alumni family grant
program, the University hopes
to attract the children of
Murray State graduates who do
not Jive in Kentucky or in one of

the incentive grant counties by
providing them with a $2,000
grant to come to school here.
Radke said the University
should see some immediate
results ~ but there will not be a
dramatic increase until two or
three years after all of the programs have gotten under way.
He said there has already
been an increase in the number
of applicants and prospective
students coming to the
University.
"The success or failure of new
marketing initiatives depends
on investing the dollars and
investing the time," he said.
Bryan said he hopes to meet
the enrollment record of 8,350
students set in 1978 by the fall
semester of 1996.
"There is no doubt in my
mind that we will break 8,350
by fall '96," he said.

STAFF lEPOIT

Former Murray State University president Constantine W.
..Deno" Curris was named president of Clemson University
Friday.
A native of Williamston, Ky., Curris was Murray State's
sixth president, serving from 1973 to 1983.
He has been president of the University of
Northern Iowa since leaving Murray State
and is currently the director of the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities.
When he assumed the office at Murray
State at the age of 32, Curris became the
youngest president of a major st ate coiJege or
CURRIS
university in Kentucky's history.
Curris' tenure at MSU was the secondlongest in school history behind only Dr. Ralph Woods who
served from 1945 to 1968.
· Though a lengthy one, Curris' stay at the University. was
anything but pleasant. He spent nearly 21 months embroiled
in litigation after the Board of Regents tried unsuccessfully to
remove him from office in February of 1981.
Curris ended the controversy himself on Sept. 30, 1982, by
announcing that he would not seek a contract extension.
He will take over the Clemson post no later than J uly l.

---L- -..:&. .:.:4

~ J.T. LEE, Jeweler

Seniors
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Dbdeland Center
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WALT DISNEY.WORLD
Infor mational Session for
Upcoming Interviews
'fuesday, J an . 31
Session I 4:30 - 5:15 p.m.
Session ll 5:15 - 6 p.m.
Mississippi Room
3rd Floor - Curris Center

1

.

'

Information on the

WH ITEHOUSE
Intern progra m
Tuesday, J an. 31
Session I 4:30 • 5:15 p.m.
Session IT 5:15 · 6 p.m.
Cumberland Room
3rd Floor • Curris Cen ter

would like to congratulate our

"We llave our roots where
others have their branches."

Spring 1995 Pledge Class
Laura Alvey
Brooke Cardin
Molly Cochran
Lisa Conway
Sara Fitts
Billie Gooder
Heather Graham
Lorrie Ham

Kim Kyle
Sherida McFarlan
Ryan Moore
Angela Roberts
Stephanie Roberts
Tara Rush
Melanie Statnbaugh
Bridgette Taylor

Peoples Bank.

QL¥curray, Kentucky

Tlze l1ometmurl advarztage!
MAIN OFFICE, STH & MAIN · NORTII BRANCH, 121H & CHES'INUT
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Thank you Brooke Offutt & Stephanie Frailey
for a successful rush/
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LOvett or leave it

CHE evaluates collegebound students' choices

Auditorium at least a month away from completion

STAFF REPORT

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Not making the grade ...

Kentucky's Sefondary and higher education
officials have a reason to be concerned about
the quality of education high school students
receive, according to a recent report released
by the Council on Higher Education.
Coordinated by the CHE using information
tabulated by American College Testing, the
third annual Kentucky High School Feedback
Report reveals that more than one-third of
freshmen at the state's public institutions
who took a math course during their first
semester took remedial-level courses. More
than one-seventh of the students took remedial-level Engl~sb courses.
Entrance to s uch courses at Murr ay State
University is based on ACT scores in math
and English , as well as preliminary exam
scores in the areas. Credits for courses at this
level, which include MAT 100, Developmental
Mathematics; MAT 105, Introductory Algebra
and ENG 100, Basic Writing; do not count
toward graduation requirements.

The graphic shows the percent of students who
enroll in remediaVadvanced courses during the
first semester of college.
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Source: '94 Ky. High School Feedback Report

Bv E.L. GOLD
Despite regular assurances
throughout last semester that
the repair of smoke and water
damage in Lovett Auditorium
would be complete by the start
of the spring semester,
University officials now say
those repairs could extend well
into February possibly
March .
The new stage floor is essentially complete and workers
have finished all but a fraction
of the painting and cleaning
originally planned for the auditorium.
However, those original
plans have changed - and
those changes have meant
delays.
Ed West, director of Facilities
Management, said part of the
delay was the result of decisions made after much of the

originally slated work was complete.
Plans last fall called for the
stage curtains to be cleaned but
not replaced. However, West
said he and other University
officials were not satisfied with
the appearance of the old curtains and decided to replace
them as well as the window
curtains and carpet.
The new stage and window
curtains will cost about
$41,000, West said. The carpet
replacement was included in
the original repair budget.
"We decided just to take some
time and do it iight," West said.
''It took a little longer time than
we thought to come up with the
interior design.
"But we never dreamed that
the carpet we selected would
have an eight-week delay," he
said.
West said the carpet was
ordered about three weeks ago,

and he expects delivery in late
February.
"We are right now about five
weeks from the delivery date,"
West said.
Installation should then take
about a week, West said.
In the meantime, West said,
workers are now painting and
cleaning the basement storage
areas.
The University hired an interior designer to help with the
design scheme for the refurbished auditorium. George
Pavolonis, an interior designer
fr om
Northern
Iowa
University, returned to Murray
State as a consultant on the
project. Pavolonis was the
Murray State interior designer
under
former
president
Constantine Curris.
The University no longer bas
an interior designer ori staff.

Jeff Foxworthy
You Might Be A Redneck If.. .Tour 95

CUSTC>Iv.r SCREEN PRI N T 8c:
.

• A regular on "The Tompt Show"
• Star of Showtime epeciala
• Author of the Best Seller
"You Might Be A Redneck If... "
•"The Redneck Stomp" video seen
regulary on CMT
•CD on Warner Brother Recorda
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preued~ld
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TSY.OFFFOR
ALL NEll SREEKS
MSU & GREEK APPAREL

S~I:.:.E El"J"r:>S FE.l3.~LJ~·~~

1st
AC-:: ROSS F R ONt SPARKS 1-IALL

• Vmner of the Ace award

with special guest

Mitch Mullany
sponsored by
Murray State University

Student Government Association
Feb. 5 at 7:30 p.m.
in

Racer Arena

tickets available: Disc Jockey, Betsy's tfallmark,
Sunset Boulevard, U-T Martin, Music Barn
& MSU SGA Office
for information call 762-6951

Tri-Sigma is very
proud of our newest membersl

The third largest 3-on-3 intramural basketball
tournament in the nation, is back at Murray
State and the competition will be as tough as
ever.
3-on-3 teams will compete to win prizes and to represent
Murray State at the Schick Super Hoops regional finals.

For more information, contact
Jeff Smith 762-6791 or 762-4458, or
Jon Langer at National Media Group 307-5300
Now in its eleventh year, Schick Super Hoops provides a competitive tournament for
more than 200,000 students at 800 colleges and universities nationwide. Campus
prizes include Schick Super Hoops t-shirts, athletic bags, and Schick razors and
blades. Regional champions and runners-up will win Starter warm-up j ackets and
Schick Super Hoops sweatshirts respectively.

D EADLINE FOR ENTRY IS WEDNESDAY, FEB.

1

Schick Super Hoops i s the official 3-4m-3 basketball tournament of the NBA and is endorsed bt the

National Intramural-Recreation Sports association. Sponsored by Schick, with support sponsorship
from Starter and managed by National Media Group.

Tanya Bauman
Ashley Brooks
Ashley Brown
Lori Downey
Erin Grogan
.Julie Matheny
Michelle Mitchell
Kori Moynahan
Eleanor Stewart
Tara Sullivan
Lisa Wilson

Thank you and Congratulations
to

Jennifer Turner
on an Outstanding rush II

Sigma Love,
Your sisters
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Expanding communication skills
Students learn to use signs
to interact with others

More international

opportunities offered

BY MANDY W OLF
STAFF WRITER

A new class is being taught on campus this semester, but the lectures
are taught with hands rather than by
voice.
Sign language is now offered as a
language course two nights a week.
The class, taught by Tyra Lokey,
senior from Louisville, teaches students about the history, culture and
language of the deaf.
''There is a need to communicate
with deaf people," Lokey said. She
said she learned by studying sign language books diligently for three
months. She then traveled with a
Louisville-based volunteer group to
several foreign countries to gain
hand-on experience as a translator.
Lokey approached Murray 1 State
University staff, offering to teach
sign language after hearing several
people were interested in learning.
Lokey said sign language interpreters are in great demand and may
earn up to $45,000 a year.
It usually takes six months to a
year to become fluent in sign language, as well as a strong desire to
learn. The most difficult part of
learning is staying focused and keeping the interpreter's own though ts
separate from the signs.
"'t's wise to learn a second language," Lokey said. She also benefits
by receiving the chance to help others.

New programs increase chances to
visit countries, learn languages
BY AMY PONDER
STAFF WRIT£R

Danny

VoweiVstaff

Kelly Poole, freshman from No rris C ity, Ill., p ractices her signing In the new
class that is being taught a t the Collins C en ter for Industry and Te chnology.
Although there arc no deaf stu- $70 fee covers the seven-week course

dents at Murray State, Lokey often
travels to Paducah and the surrounding areas to interpret.
A second session for the sign language course will begin March 21. A

and a textbook.
To sign up for the cJass, students
may contact the Office of Community
Education at 762-3662. Students
receive no credit for this class.

Class provides Russian speaking skills
BY M ICHAEL

D.

)OHNSON

AssiSTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Murray State students will now be
able to further broaden their linguistic abilities with the addition of the
Community
Education
course
Beginning Conversational Russian.
With more opportunities for
Murray State students to visit Russia
and the exchange of Russian students
coming here, Americans are beginning to look for ways to increase their
knowledge of the Russian language.
The class is a non-credit evening
course and participants will be introduced to the Russian language using
everyday conversational patterns. In
the process, students will learn prop-

er pronunciation and build their ment and one course in the political
vocabulary using exercises from text- science department.
books developed by the U.S. Army's
Griffin said it was important to
Defense Language Institute.
study a course like this because of its
The class will be taught by Chris benefits to Americans today.
Northam, a fanner DLI instructor
"This area of the country is increasfrom Paris, Tenn. Northam will also
ing its context with Russia," Griffin
compare and contrast the differences said. "We have Russian students
and similarities of Russian life with brought here, missionaries from
American life in the class. ,
America going there, as well as colBeginning Conversational Russian lege teachers."
is different from the other Russian
"Hope is that we get enough people
classes offered at Murray State.
who
go through this course to add an
"Russian is not taught through the
intermediate
Russian language
foreign language department here at
course,"
Griffin
said.
Murray State," said John Griffin, who
works in the Office of Community
The class will be from 6 to 8 p.m. on
Education. Murray State offers cours- Monday and Thursday evenings. The
es about Russia in the history depart- first session will be Monday.

Sororities give invitations

As the United States becomes more
involved with other nations, it is
important that future job holders are
bilingual.
"The world is being bombarded
everyday by important international
companies coming to the United
States, and local companies bidding
contracts in other countries," said
Milton Grimes, director of the
Kentucky
Institution
for
International Study. "Students are
the ones translating the contracts for
these major corporations."
He said a large part of .Murray
State's aim is to emphasize international programs. This gives students
a chance to study languages that are
not offered at Murray State abroad,
in addition to learning first hand
about life in another country.
This year, the University's attempt
to improve international communication and awareness opportunities has
broadened even more.
Grimes said two new study programs have been added to "Fly Away
With KIIS." This program, started by
Murray State in 1975, is a consortium of. 11 colleges and universities,
which provides study abroad programs for 200 students, making it
the largest in the United States.

The latest two programs added to
the list of international study and
travel programs are in Cuenca,
Ecuador and Morelia, Mexico. There
is now a total of 10 programs available.
Another improvement made by the
University is a full year of study at
the University of Regensburg, in
Germany and a full semester of study
in Segovia, Spain.
"Our programs are the least expensive by far in the entire nation,"
Grimes said.

" Students entering the
University from high
school have an
increasing amount of
foreign language
experience. . . . "
Milton Grimes

between 40 and 50 students from
Murray State," Grimes said.
In the department of foreign language, even more opportunities are
being added to get students in touch
with the diversely communicative
world.
Enrollment in foreign language
classes has more than doubled in the
·
last 10 years, Grimes said.
"Students entering the University
from high school have an increasing
amount of foreign language experience, and wish to continue," Grimes
said.
New programs which have been
added this year include both first and
second year Japanese, first year
Chinese and an introductory cou;se
iD Russian.
"Because these programs are so
new, the enrollment in the Chinese
class is very small and the Russian
class is taken on an informal basis,"
Grimes said. "However, these are
three flailing opportunities which we
will continue offering as the United
State's need grows."
Ross Meloan, director of Career
Services, said the background of
these classes will only make students
more attractive candidates for
employment, especially if a firm has
an international base.

"As the United States continues to
be active with such international
He said 25 Murray State students affairs as the North American Free
studied abroad in the summer of Trade Agreement, the knowledge of ,
1993, and the number increased to 40
foreign language will remain stuin 1994.
dents' growing communication link
to
the outside world," Meloan said.
"My goal for 1995 is to send

THE ANSWER IS ••.

Phi Sigma Sigma holds first formal rush
BY V ALERIE CHAPMAN
STAFF W RITER

ties selected the girls they
warited.
The rushees were given their
invitations to join Monday.
The Phi Sigma Sigma's had
their first formal rush.

Tension mounted as 90 girls
went through Rush Week, Jan.
18 through Monday.
Adrienne Panky, senior from
"I think tltey did a very good
Carrier Mills, Ill ., said this was
the second year for deferred job considering this was thefr
time,"
said
Kelli
rush. She said the national first
chapters encouraged deferred Eastwood, Panhellenic Council
President. "They worked a lot
rush.
of long hours."
"Freshmen can establish
The Phi Sigma Sigma's
themselves academically and
unfortunately
did not have the
can get a better feel of the campus," Panky said. "They are expertise of older members
given the opportunity to watch when planning Rush Week.
the sororities and see if this is
"We've always relied on our
what they want."
older members," Eastwood
said. "It was hard for them to
At the beginning of Rush start fresh."
Week, the rushees went to the
The Phi Sigma Sigma's will
different sororities to meet
host
open bidding parties in the
with all the different girls.
weeks to come. While no new
As the week came to a close, members. were added on Bid
the rushees had to make a deci· Day, Rush Week was a good
sion about which sorority they experience for the new sorority.
"Tt. brougbt (\llr ~ il'terhood a
wanted to join and the Mrori-

lot closer,'' said Dottie Mullinix,
Phi Sigma Sigma's membership recruitment chair. "We
were all working for a common
goal."
Panky said the addition of
Phi Sigma's was positive. They
have made themselves known
on campus, she said.
"They present themselves
well on campus," Panky said.
''They may know different type
of people."
Rush is at the beginning of
every semester for any student
who has 24 credit hours or
more.
"1 recommend any upperclassmen or incoming freshman
to give Greek life a chance,
Panky said. "A student. can go
through rrush without actually
joining. They can meet people
without having to commit.
Later on if they decide Lhey
want to join, they can rush
again.''

.

Jud Cook/photo ed•tor

Stude nts In Jane Hall's 9:30 a.m. m anagerial accounting class take a survey Tuesday spo nsored
by the Curris Cente r . The survey was given to find activities that would attract students to stay
on campus during the weekends. The Computer Center should start tabulating re sults o n
Monday.
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Music production goes on
despite location obs~acles

The Mmray s - No;ws
January 2.7, f995

Forum confronts equality issue
BY REY CRAIG
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BY ANGELA SCH ADE
CoLLEGE LIFE EonoR

The cast of Campus Lights
proved that the show must go
on as they took the stage for
this year's performances.
This year was the first time,
since its beginning in 1937,
Campus Lights was not in
Lovett Auditorium because of
remodeling th~t was caused by
smoke and water damage in
.July.
The performances were held
in Murray Middle School, Jan.
17 through Jan. 22.
Mike Willis, senior from
Huntingdon, Tenn., said there
were some adjustments that
had to be made because of the
new location.
"The stage is small compared
to Lovett and we had to have a
smaller cast," Willis, choreographer and publicity co-chair·
man, said.
The cast had to rehearse in
Johnson Theatre during the
day and then at the school at
night, he said.
Willis said there were not

E.L. Gold/staff

The " Camp us Lights" sign shines brightly In front of Its new location fo r t he 1995 pe rfo rmances because of proble ms In Lovett.

many problems with moving
the performances from Lovett
to the middle school.
"It started out kind of weird,"
Willis said. "We were not used
to being over there."
Attendence was up even
though the location was different and it started the first day
of classes, Willis said. Campus
Lights has never started the
first day of classes, he said.

"Attendance was up due to
the selling of ads," Willis said.
Pat Bray, department of
music secretary, said she drove
a van from Murray State to the
middle school for anyone who
wanted to attend, but did not
have a ride.
The profits go toward the
funding of two four year music
scholarships.
Campus Lights acts are written and produced by students.

Murray State University Women's Center is
sponsoring an open forum at 3:30 p.m. on
Tuesday in the Curris Center Theater. The
"War of the Sexes?" forum will debate the issue
of the existence of equality between the sexes
in today's society.
Kim Barrett, director of the Women's Center,
said the forum will focus on "gender relations
in the 90s."
"Gender reflects our cultural expectations
and is not the same as sexual anatomy,"
Barrett said. "Gender is a social construct we
make up as a society."
Barrett said the forum will examine communication styles of men and women and the
implications of these styles on problems such
as sexual harassment and acquaintance rape.
The forum will include the showing of the
videota pe, "Gender and Communication: He
Talks, She Talks." Following the videotape, a
panel of students will invite discussion from
forum participants.
Catherine Cushinberry, junior from
Memphis, Tenn., and forum panelist, said the
forum will give students a chance to clear up
misconceptions about the opposite sex.
Panelist Shawn Reynolds, junior from White
Plains, said the more knowledge students have
about the opposite sex the better off they will
be.

MSU Health Serv~ces offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing
for further information dial

Health Line

762•3809
Monday- Friday 8 a.m. - 4 :30 p .m.~..
Mon .-Fri. 8a.m.-5p.m .

Ttiis service fs funded

Bel A ir Center 753-0932

Purchase District Health Dept.~--

6y fhe
r~-.......,""'\....o.!~

"I hope to express views that will lead to
audience participation and stimulate conversation and feedback on gender roles," Reynolds
said.
An essay contest will also be held in conjunction with the forum. Information supplied to
University English teachers about the contest
is being passed on to students, who may submit their essays for cash prizes.

Barrett said the essay contest is open to all
students.
"The deadline for entering the essay competi·
tion is Saturday at 4 p.m.," Barrett said. "The
winners will be announced at the forum."
Barrett said the sponsorship of the forum by
the Women's Center is an attempt to get students to think more critically about gender
issues.
"We hope to get students to move beyond
thinking of gender as something that is biologically predetermined so they will get actively
involved in achieving gender equity in our society," Barrett said.
Tammy Hatfield, graduate student from
Monticello and a forum panelist, said she
hopes her participation in the forum will help
increase student awareness of the Women's
Center and the types of services offered by the
Center.
Anyone interested in the forum may contact
Kim Barrett at 762-3016.

Air Force
Clinical Nursing

Benefits
Contact an Air Force health professions
recruiter near you for more information.
Or call

1-800-423-USAE
~,.,......,.. . ... -~·-----·
;&;) :
Health Professions

Get rid of those holiday lbs.
for only

/month OR

/semester

Start with these ...
Slide Aerobics
Step Aerobics
Low Impact
High Impact
Women's Fitness
Body Toning

Cardiovascular equipment
•Treadmills
•Stationary Bicycles
•Rowing Machines
•Stair Climbers

12th Street Branch
209 N. 12th St.
759•9622 or 759•9699

2 Great Locations
University Branch
151 0 Chestnut St.
753•4295

payment plans available
I

I.

.,
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Music faculty performs

Ferrari F355 blazes into 1995

to raise money

ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

B Y MICHAEL

STAFF REPORT

The performing faculty of the Murray State University
department of music will present a faculty Scholarship
Benefit Recital S p.m. on Tuesday in the Farrell Recital Hall
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The recital will feature faculty members Richard Scott,
pianist; Stephen Brown. pianist; Marie Taylor, pianist;
SU$an Kane, vocalist; Kay Gardner Bates, vocalist; Randall
Black. vocalist; Joe Skillet, tuba; John Dressler, hom; John
Schlabach, trumpet; Reece King, trombone; Scott Erickson,
basson; Hong Zhu, violin; and John Steffa, cello.
Also assisting will be guest artist, Nacy Steffa, viola and
LuDeng, violin.
Works from the composers Dohnanyi, Rossini, Chopin,
Handel, Procell, Offenbach, Alec Wilder and Burrill Phillips
will be performed.
"We are hoping for at least 240 people to attend," said Pat
Bray, department of music secretary, "and we want to raise
at least $720."
Tickets will be $5 for adults and $2 for students with a
valid MSU I.D.
·•
They may be purchased at the door and there will be no
advanced reservations.
Proceeds will benefit the Department of Music Scholarship
Fund for Murray State University music students.

For more infonnation contact Marie Taylor at 762-6443.

D. JOHNSON

For those of you who are car
enthusiasts, do not read this if
you are faint hearted and have
high blood pressure because
what is about to happen to you
will be the result of seeing an
exhilarating new exotic sports
car.
When most people think of
dream machines, the cars that
come up are usually the
American dream machines
such as the Corvette or
Mustang. Yes, dream machines
they might be to some, but this
is not your average dream
machine. Introducing the 1995
Ferrari F355. Yes, Ferrari.
Ferrari has always been
known to be a car of the rich
and famous. This is due to the
mind-boggling price tag that
goes along with one of these
beautiful automobiles.
The 1995 F355 is a new
model this year for Ferrari. It is
·the replacement for the 328,
which ran from 1986 to 1991,
and the 348, which ran from
1992 to 1994.
Based on the 328 and 348

131f3 APPLt

mark open-slot gear shifter.
This makes it simpler for the
driver to roll down windows or
turn on lights with just one
hand instead of searching
around for buttons on the dash.
The F355 doesn't have air
bags, but it does have anti-lock
brakes, which have a feature
that will allow you to turn the
system off. This is because of
the standard racing style
brakes on the car.

1995 Ferrari FlSS

Cor& Driver

layout , the F355 is powered by
a 380 horse-power five valve
per cylinder titanium V8
engine, matched nicely with a
six-speed
transmission.
Powerful enough?
Well, lets just say in fifth
gear you can cruise at 135 to
150 miles an hour before having to change to sixth gear,
which takes you to the top
speed of 183 miles per hour.

.

The F355 has the best connolley hides perfectly matched
and stitched together to make
up the leather seating in each
car. Then you have the standard air conditioning and
power windows just like any
other.

The unique thing about the
F355 and the other Ferraris is
The F355 is the cheapest of the fact that all major switches
the Ferrari line of cars. Being are located in the center conthe cheapest doesn't mean that sole around Ferrari's trade-

So if your Uncle Beavis the
fruga1 multimillionaire died
recently and left you a nice little nest egg, and spending the
mere $125,000 for the F355 is
not going to be a problem, rtm
on down to your nearest
Ferrari dealership and check
into one.

You can't seriously talk about skiing without
talking about Taos Ski Valley, a world class
mountain!
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Located on 641 South

Se_rving Mexican Food

and Deli Sandwiches
Call-in orders and Carry out Available
Hours: Monday - Saturday 11 a.m. - Midnight

mu.st Ee 21 & 01Jer after 9:30p.m.

~-Q.l:J

-._~.,

• Motorcuach Transportation from MSU
• Three full days of skiing in Taos, NM
• Four nights hotel accommodations
• Four f ull days in Taos
• Indoor pool & oversize jacuzzi
• Fireside Restaurant & Lounge
• Fast Food restaurants and shopping close by

901-247-5798

from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

~

f/JR/1/4 CREAKJKI ~I' - HARa/112-f), f~

12 miles South ofthe Holiday Inn in Murray

Puryear, Tenn

you don't lack the same Ferrari
luxury.

The reason there is not an air
bag is plain and simple. In a car
that is moving at speeds far
greater than any other car on
the road, an air bag is not going
to do you any good when you
are in a crash. The only thing
they will be able to identify you
by is dental records if they are
that lucky.

TAOS SKI PKO
DOUBLE $521 TRIPLE 1477 QUAD $437 SINGLE $1M
TAOS NONSKIING PKG
DOUBLE $310 TRIPLE $331 QUAD $291 SINGLE $547

Welcom.e Back
MSU Students .
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• Make your reservation now to hold yourspacel
CALL DEBORAH DIVINE 1-800--433-7266
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I MSU

Health Line

Students..

Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-Noon & 1-4:30 p.m.

1

: Tan at the Tropics :
:
1
I
I
: Call
I _753-8477 ~

762-3809
•Referrals
• Health infonnatlon
•Health Service Program

Cffu.ti af~o {aJi:h &y ll:uff,

20%
off lotion

~

f!IJ/

:
1
I
I

901
:
Co.I dwater Rd. I

: THE TROPICS TANNING SALON :
1 All New 1995 - 32 Bulb Beds 1
by
I • offer valid with
Offer Expires
I
professional nurses
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Questions answered

You Could Win A
$1000 Wardrobe from JCPenney
and Appear on Seventeen's
October 1995 Cover!
For young women hoping to enter the world of modeling, the
Seventeen~ and JCPenney Cover Model contest offers an excellent
opportunity to bUild confidence and get real experience. Young women
ages 13 through 21 may pick up an application at the JCPenney store in
Murray. Local semifinalists will be chosen by each store from the total
number of entries rece1ved. Regional semifinalists entry forms and
photographs will be submitted to Seventeen~ for national judging. Entry
deadline is March 13.

JCPenney
Cc9tn~.... : t -.NJ Ov -. 1:1 ··'di!J.J.ne (O'? G· ::on

""'' • ~Jo. ·\ . ,.V.f'\;' l"'(l

Chestnut Hills • Murray

"Houseguest,.
(PG)

"Junior''
(PG-13) ·~ '''"

•MSU NIGHTS:
Tuesday & Wednesday
$2.ISO with ID

YMCA lowers rates for students
•

TheMlu...,-N_,I
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Exercising Agenda

BY M AGGIE CARTER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

If your New Year's resolution is to get into shape, the
YMCA is for you. Here are their business hours and
a few of the activities that ttiey offer.

Students can start living a
healthier lifestyles , through
the Murray Family YMCA, at a
lower cost.
Russ Wolff, director of the
Murray Family YMCA. said
because of student complaints
of high prices. the monthly fee
for Murray State students will
decrease from $28 to $20.
Students ca n also pay for fiv~
months at the price of $100 or
pay an annual rate of $240.
"Students said it was too
expensive to join and as a community agency we must serve
those needs," Wolff said.
Wolff said almost everyone
employed by the Y is or has
been a Murray State student.
He said some forget or perhaps do not know the Murray
Family YMCA was started by
Murray State students in the
American Humanics department seven years ago.

Hours: 12th St. Branch
5:30a.m. - 10 p.m. M - Th
5:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. Fri.
7 a.m. - 6 p.m. Sat.
1 p.m. - 5 p.m. Sun.

Univers ity Branch
6 a.m. -10 p.m. M- Fri.
10 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat.
5 p.m. - 10 p.m. Sun.

•Aerobics
•Circuit Training ~quipment
•Fitness Assessments
•Slide Aerobics

•Body Toning
•Free Weights
•Aqua-fitness 2 days a week

Source: YMCA

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

and we care about our mem~
hers," Wolff said.
Barry Knight, senior form
Murray, works at theY as part
of an internship program. He
said he chose the Y because it
is the type of area he wants to
get into.
"This is a good job and the
family atmosphere is great,"
He said the Y is different Knight said.
He said the Y also has excelthan health clubs because of
lent equipment.
the atmos phere.
A new addition to the Y is the
''We educat~ our members on
following exercise principles slide classes. The slide classes

-P"wii::'J

are offered at 5 p.m. Monday
and Wednesday for beginners
and at 5 p .m. Tuesday and
Thursday for the more
advanced. The classes are
taught by a certified Reebok
slide instructor.
The Y also offers a wide
range of fitness equipment
such as stair steppers, bicycles
and treadmills. It also offers
toning and aerobic classes.
Wolff said theY has some of
the best instructors and modem equipment.

LOOK!

Home of the bottomless coffee cup
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Routine diet, exercise helps
lose unwanted pounds
BY MAGGIE CARTER
SENIO R STAFF W RITER

Now that the diet and exercise craze has
begun for this year, it is important to know
how to lose those few holiday pounds safely.
Kathy Timmons, registered dietitian, said
for those wanting to lose those unwanted
pounds, exercise and a well-balanced diet are
essential.
"Some exercises are aerobic classes, riding a
treadmill, swimming and taking the stairs
instead of the elevator," Timmons said.
Timmons said for those wanting to maintain a certain weight it is important to eat a
well balanced meal and keep the calories from
fat to about 30 percent of total calories. But
those desiring weight loss, she said it is
important to keep the calories from fat to
about 20 percent of total calories.
"You do not have to avoid all fats, but it is
important to watch your fat and sugar
intake," Timmons said.
Timmons suggested keeping healthy foods
available for snacking. AB for holiday eating,
she said we are expected to go home with the
family and eat those foods we deem special.
"We often overeat on holidays and when the
new year comes the resolution tends to be a
diet," Timmons said.
She said to concentrate more on a healthy
diet with many vegetables and fruits, rather

than focusing on fat-free foods.
"If you are going to h ave a cookie, have a fatfree one, but why not have a fruit instead?"
Timmons said.
She said to eat lean meats, raw or steamed
vegetables and steer away from liquid diets.
April Lane, program director at the Murray
Family YMCA, said many people make fitness
a New Year's resolution because they are not
happy with their physical condit ion.
"To some this means putting on more muscle and losing weight, but for others they want
to maintain a certain body structure," Lane
said.
She said it has been proven that those wh o
set an exercise schedule will continue t hat
cycle.
She said to keep the weight off, a person
must make exercise a habit and know that it
is destructive to return to past behaviors.
"Get on a steady pace and don't start out
strong or you will burn yourself out," Lane
said.
Carr Health offers men's and ladie's weight
rooms, indoor swimming pool, free weights,
two basketball courts and raquetball courts
for any students wanting to come and workout. The Baptist Student Union also offers
free aerobic classes Monday through
Thursday at 9 p.m. in the BSU.
Timmons said whatever the exercise, make
sure it is one the individual enjoys.

~
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Stop by for one of our many breakfast items
and
... bring this ad to receive an order of f
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy

&)liB.
•

)

FREE!
Try our great DELl SANDWICHES
each made with l/41b. meat,
c risp lettuce and tomatoes,
served with chips and pickle
spears.

Monday - Friday

And our famous 1/3 lb. homemade burgers made fresh each
day with 100% g round beef!

•

· 7 a .m. - 4-p.m-. ~-r~~~~~~........

753-3406

Located across from Wilson Hall on 15th St.

Friday and
Saturday, seafood

Expires March 23

buffet only $ 8.95

EXTRA! EXTRA!
Read all about it!

Wall Street Journal
NewYork Times
Chicago Tribune
The London Times
Washington Post
Paducah Sun

starting at

$199

Barron's
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Asia Journal
Tennessean
LA Times

All newspapers can be delivered to your office ...Just give us a call I

Roland JV 35
Exp~dable

Synthesizer

$1185

Tl1e New York Ti11zes Ilestsellers
Fiction
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Celestine Prophecy
1 . Crossing the Threshold of Hope
Politically Correct Bedtime Stories 2. The Hot Zone
Kiss The Girls
3. Don't Stand Too Close To a
Self-Defense
Naked Man
5. Wings
4. Couplehood
5. The Book Of Virtues

r------------------,
Free set of Darco
Acoustic or Electric
guitar strings with any
$10 purchase or
more with this coupon
Electric Guitar Strings
All Major Brands

$7

Acoustic Guitar Strings

$8

All M~jor Brands

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day.
Offer expires 2/15/95

25o/o Off these Bestsellers

Paperl1acl<s
Fiction

Non-Fiction

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Embraced by the Light
2. Seinlanguage

Disclosure
A Dangerous Fortune
The Shipping News
Natural Causes
Interview With the Vampire

3. Contract with America
4 . Care of the Soul

5. Having Our Say

L------------------~
Need CASH? We'll buy

Available at the

your used instruments

University Bookstore

Trade-ins • Layaways • Guitar Instruction
Monday -Friday 10 a.m. -5:30p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
917 Coldwater Rd.
I

Non-Fiction

753..3682

'

~~

762•4388

Mo nday - Friday 8 a .m . - 9 p .m . Saturday 9 a .m . - 9 p .m .
Sunday 1 - 6 p .m .
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Tigers scratch out 78-75 win
Bv Scorr NANNEY
S.ORTS EDITOR

After an impressive 81-68
victory over Tennessee-Martin
on Saturday, Murray State
University's Racer basketball
team lost one of its most disappointing games of the season
Monday night in Nashville.
In a hard-fought game that
came down to a missed threepoint shot in the final seconds,
the Racers fell to a very good
Tennessee State team by a
score of78-75.
Out to prove their worth in
the post-Carlos Rogers era, the
13-2 Tigers remained undefeated and atop the Ohio Valley
Conference at 7-0. Meanwhile,
the Racers (11-5 overall, 4-2
OVC) fell into second place
with Morehead State (5-2).··
Tennessee State, the Racers'
nemesis in the past two OVC
Tournament championships,
captured its ninth-straight win
while Murray dropped its second in three games.
Murray State junior forward
Marcus Brown, who led the
team with 24 points, said the
Racers played well but suffered
from inconsistent defensive
efforts.
"The TSU game was a good
one," Brown said. "It was a
tough game and we played
well, but we had a few defensive lapses that cost us the
game."
In a closely-contested first
half, Tennessee State took a 3834 lead into the locker room at
halftime. But in a game of

Break Basketball
Here's the men's hoops action that you missed over the break.
Dec. 16
Dec. 17
Dec. 22
Dec. 28
Jan.2
Jan. 7
Jan.9
Jan. 14
Jan. 16

vs. Youngstown State
vs. Prairie V'teW A & M
vs. Pikeville
vs. Milligan
vs. Alcorn State
vs. Morehead
vs. Eastern Kentucky
vs. Middle Tennessee
vs. Tennessee Tech

streaks, the second half proved
the game was far from over.
Midway through the second
half, Murray State trailed 5343. But the Racers would force
four consecutive turnovers in a
15-0 run for a 60-55 lead with
9:08 left in the contest.
The Racers' five-point advantage was short.Jived as
Tennessee State regained the
lead at 63-62 on a layup from
Tiger guard Jeff Johnson.
Brown pulled the Racers to
within 67-66 with 4:27 left, but
Tiger guard Monty Wilson
scored three of his game-high
25 points on a three-point shot
with 4:16 remaining to put
TSU up 70-66.
But the Racers' fate was not
sealed until Wilson connected
on four straight free throws
with 18 seconds left to give the
Tigers the victory.
Racer guard William Moore
blamed the loss to TSU on the
fact that he did not score in the
game.
"We lost the game because I
didn't score," Moore said. "I
need to take more shots and
score more. When I get my

48-53

116-97
105.63
102. 82
111-100
70-60
88~ 62

89-74
71 -79

Loss
Win
Win
Win
Win

sports

Win
Win

As I returned to Murray
State after Christmas vacation, I was looking forward to
a great semester, both in my
new classes and in continuing to cover Racer athletics
The . . - - - - - . ,
for

Wln.,
Loss

average up, we'll play better."
On Saturday, the Racers will
return home to Racer Arena for
the first of a crucial two-game
homestand, the first of which
will be against Austin Peay, the
second a rematch against
Tennessee State. After t he twogame homestand, the Racers
will hit the road for games at
Southeast Missouri, Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead State.
Moore said it is important for
the Racers to win their next
two game& before the three
game road trip.
"We can't lose anymore
games," he said. "If we can win,
we'll get our confidence up
higher."
Freshman for ward Matt
Harris said the loss to
Tennessee State was a tough
one, but thinks t he Racers will
be ready come Saturday nigh t.
"It's always hard losing a
tough, emotional game like
that," Harris said. "But playing
at Racer Arena is to our advan·
tage because the msjority of
our road games are over. I
think we'll be alright."

Murray

S t a

Shirley Martin/Guest

Junior forward Fred Walker delivers a powerful jam for two of his
II points In the Racers' 78-75 loss to Tennessee State Monday
night In Nashville. Murray State will re turn to the hardwood
when they host Austin Peay State Saturday night at Racer Arena.
The two-game homestand will conclude with a rematch against
Tennessee State Monday night.

Lady Racers in healing process
Bv MikE OHSTROM
AsSISTANT SfooaTS EDITOR

Barry johnson/Guest

Junior guard Chasity Fields fights for a re bound In a 90-71 loss
to Mo rehead State on Jan. 7.

From a distance, a 2-14
48~90
Oec.17
record and 0-6 mark in confervs. Western Kentucky
Loss
ence play would be a disap~::: (:::
Dec. 29 ., <w~ Navy
Win
·' 71 * 61
.., 35 ~'78 . .
pointing first half of a basket- Jan.2
'· ·vs. F='lorlda lnteh"iational
Loss
vs. Yale
·55 ~65
ball season.
Loss
Jan.3
vs. Canislus
Loss
But to the Murray State Jan. 4
72· 83
Jan. 7
vs. Morehead ·
70.91
University women's basketball
Loss
team, all records are thrown Jan.9
vs. Eastern Kentucky
59-92
Loss
out the window in comparison Jan. 14
vs. Middle Tennessee
60-105
Loss
to the complete overhaul that
Jan. 16 .
vs. Tennessee Tech
52-10
Loss
·:·
:::.
"
the squad h as gone through in
order to field a full lineup
Fields has repeatedly shown three or four games," Minor
night in and night out.
her versatility, most recently said. "We're young and inexpeHead coach Eddie Fields has ,leading the team in scoring rienced, but we're dealing with
done a masterful job in keep· against Eastern Kentucky it."
ing the spirits of his players up with 23 points and gathering
Freshman reserve guard
despite the extraor dinary team-highs of five rebounds vs. Cheryle Blandford has shined
number of injuries that have Western Kentucky and nine in her extended playing time,
otherwise leveled t he team so boards in the game against the and has contributed ball-hanLady Colonels. Over the sea- dling and scrappy defense to
far this year. •
"We're struggling numbers- son, she has averaged 11.7 the Lady Racer cause.
wise," Fields said. "We only points, 6.3 rebounds, 2.1
"I'm not a very good offen·
have eight kids now, so we assists and 1.6 steals per out· sive player, so I have to take
have to slow the tempo down ing.
advantage ot my quickness
instead of pressing."
Another positive for the and defense by hustling and
Only three players have Lady Racers has been the stel- going after loose balls,"
been in the Lady Racers' line- lar play of Stephanie Minor. Blandford said.
up for all 16 games: junior for- The 5'11" sophomore tr ansfer
Junior forward. Stephanie
ward Chastity Fields, fresh- from Western Kentucky has Gray, the lone returning
man guard Shonta Hunt and been a force in the middle, starter from last season,
fres hman
guard/forward averaging 13.9 points and 10.8 thinks that the injury situaChase Smith. In fact, Fields rebounds in 11 games after tion will eventually heal itself.
was forced into action for a becoming eligible to play in
"I think it's an advantage for
few games at guard, but time for the match with the us in the long run because
despite her 5'7" build, she has Lady Hilltoppers.
we'll be stronger," Gray said.
been far more productive when
Minor, whose high point was "It takes more character to go
she has been able to play in a 27-point, 15-rebound perfor- 2-14 and not roll over and die
the frontcourt.
mance against Canisius, than to be 14-2."
"That was my first time to believes that her teammates
The Lady Racers next return
play outside, and I feel more are slowly starting to gel as a to action as they host Austin
comfor table inside," Fields unit.
Peay State at 1 p.m. Saturday
said. ''That's where I have all
"Right now, we're playing and Tennessee State at 5:45
my experience."
better, especially in the last p.m. in Racer Arena.

ROTC rifle team wins 1·9 -team competition
place Valley Forge Military Academy
and College, for top honors in the 19
team field.
The Murray State ROTC rifle team
The top individual score was a 239,
placed first in the .22 caliber section of shot by Jeremy Burrell of Western
the senior division in the Sidney Lanier . Carolina University. Because of an
High School rifle competition held in oversight, Murray did not enter their
Murray Dec. 5.
shooters into individual competition. If
Although the match was concluded· Murray had entered they would have
before the end of last semester, the swept the top three positions.
results were not made public until Dec.
Matt Hayden, freshman from
27.
Owensboro, turned in the high score for
Murray turned in a team score of 967 Murray, shooting a 289 out of a possible
out of 1200, 18 points ahead of second 300.

BY TOM KIMMEL
STAff W RITER

t
~

Santa
late for
winter

"I actually should have shot a little
higher," Hayden said. "I had an off day."
Hayden attributes his success to his
experience.
"Most of the kids who shot in this
match did not have any competitive
experience. I have been shooting for four
years and my scores have gone up about
70 points since I started."
Also representing Murray State were
Dairnon McNew, freshman from
Deering, Mo; Meegan Vasek, freshman
from Apalachin, N.Y; and Kyle Serat,
freshman from Wickliffe.

The team will compete in two matches
this spring, both held at Murray.
"Looking at the scores of Lhe other
teams and the potential of our team, I
think we can win the next two," Hayden
said.
Master Sergeant Marvin .Judd is
pleased with his teams success and
excited about what a team of four freshmen can accomplish over their career.
"We are expecting to win a lot of cornpetitions over the next four years with
the four of them on the team," Judd
said.

t

e
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TALK
News.
But after
following MikE
the men's 0HSTROM
and worn- ,___ __ ____.
en's basketball tealll6 over
the winter break, I was disappointed about all the rotten luck that our men and
women in blue and gold have
been receiving.
Now don't call me a nonbeliever, but it sure seems to
me that Santa Claus has all
but forgotten Murray State
University's winter athletic
programs.
•
Therefore, in holiday hindhere
are
th e
sigt)t,
Christmas gifts that our
deserving Racers sh ould
have received, with plenty of
time for Santa to make
amends before Easter.
First, for men's head basketball coach Scott Edgar,
Santa should deliver a
seven-foot center with a skyhook as well as a winnertake-all meeting with the
University of Kentucky - in
Racer Arena.
l;c
What has been lacJtin:g
from a very talented squad,
with the exception of a more
demanding schedule, has
been offensive consistency
from the post players. While
rebounding and interior
defense, major keys to a
team's success, have been
always present for Edgar,
the Racers need an inside
scoring punch. For Murray
State to reach the next echelon of NCAA Division I basketball, it cannot solely rely
on junior shooting guard
Marcus Brown or sophomore
forward Vincent Rainey for
all the clutch shots and consecutive 30-point games.
Next, for women's head
basketball coach Eddie
Fields, Father Christmas
should bring the Fountain of
Youth for its healing power
and a non-conference patsy
so that the Lady Racers can
,get some experience being on
the positive end of the scoreboard.
While the team has blossoming players at each posi·
tion, the Lady Racers have
been devastated by injuries
and an unforgiving schedule.
Fields currently has only
eight players on his r oster,
and only junior guard
Chasity Fields, freshman
guard Shonta Hunt and
freshman guard Chase
Smith have played in each
contest this season.
And finally, for rifle team
head coach Elvis Green,
Santa should give ice-guns to
help cool off future opponents.
The other team in town,
the Racer rifle team, has had
a pleasant year, considering
its relative inexperience.
However, every team it has
faced has been red-hot,
seemingly blowing away a
very consistent group of
shooters, led by freshman
lryt Chance in the smallbore
division and senior co-captain Diana Muth in the air
rifle competition.
A small compensation, I
admit, for the lack of
Christmas gifts sent from
the North Pole to MSU athletics. Still, it cannot hurt.
'.....
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Redshirted. ••
lent as Washington Redskins quarter·
back Joe Theismann's broken leg
which forced him to retire, the days of
playing collegiate basketball for
Bailey and Rodgers may be over just
the same.
For Bailey, a 6'1" sophomore center
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., there is
still a chance that she might rejoin the
Lady Racers next year. Her only
action being in the team's Blue and
Gold intrasquad scrimmage, she has
been redshirted, and depending on
how well the bulged disc in her back
.recovers through rehabilitation, she
may return. Still, the injury, sustained last season, has been difficult
to adjust to for the the rapeut~c recreation major.

BY MIKE 0HSTROM
ASSISTANT SPoRTS EDITOR

Every athlete's worst nightmare is
to be unable to play because of an
injury, especially if the inju ry is
career-threatening.
Such is the case with Christy Bailey
and Ashley Rodgers, members of the
Murray State University women's
basketball team. Both have been
forced out of action due to hereditary
ailments t hat bad been aggravated
from t he wear and tear of conditioning
and an uncompromising schedule
filled with long road trips early in the
season.
And although a bulged vertebra and
an arthritic hip may not seem as vio-

January 27, 199S

How two women's basketball players
are coping with season-ending injuries

"The hardest part is not being able quit," Rodgers said. "I played until I
to. go out there, being able to play," got tired, and then I played some
Bailey said. "I went from playing bas- more."
Teammate Stephanie Gray, a 5'8"
ketball and running to just being able
junior guard/forward from Mayfield
to walk to class."
The situation is even more severe and the lone remaining player on the
for Rodgers, a 5'9" sophomore point team from last season, misses the
guard from Clinton, who started the toughness, desire and focus of Bailey
first six games of the campaign before . and Rodgers.
dislocating her hip against Mississippi
"' have sympathy for both of them,"
Valley State. After averaging 3.2 Gray said. "I miss them and the effort
points, 3.5 assists and 0.8 steals per and experience they brought to the
game, Rodgers most likely stands to team."
Head coach Eddie Fields, who has
see her career end, taking her athletic
scholarship with it. However, Rodgers bad to juggle around a lineup amid
has no regrets, as she put everything multitudes of injuries, said his~young
on the line every time she stepped out but promising squad needs the influon the court.
ence of the two fallen athletes.
"I started every game until I had to
"Those two were with me last year,

so they brought a year of experience
with them," Fields said. "There's no
question that we miss them."
Rodgers agrees that had she and
Bailey, both of whom were projected to
start, had not been injured, the Lady
Racers would be a lot better than their
current 2-14 record.
"If Christy and I had played, we
would have had more experience and
leadership on the team."
No matter the outcomes of these
tragic stories, both Bailey and Rodgers
are ready for life without basketball,
although they will miss it greatly.
"It's worth it when you're successful,
and it's harder to realize that it's
worth it when you're not," Bailey said.
"You really have to love the game."

Transfer Anderson rebounds at MSU Rifle team aiming
Scon
after NCAA title
BY

NANNEY

SPORTS EDITOR

In basketball. a rebound is a second
chance to convert a missed at tempt.
For junior forward Greg Anderson
that chance has not only come on the
basketball court, but off of it as well.
Playing at Mississippi State in
1991-92, Anderson t ransferred to
Murray State looking for a change.
And after an up-and-down freshman
year, he has evidently bounced back.
"I try not to think about Mississippi
State that much because it was a bad
experience for me," Anderson said. "I
came in here and Coach Edgar has
given me a second chance."
So far, Anderson has averaged 12.6
points per game for the 11-5 Racers.
While Anderson has enjoyed success as a Racer, he has also struggled.
"I've missed four games due to problems back home and I've had a few
health problems come into factor
every now and then," Anderson said.
"I kind of still play under limitations,
but when I'm on the court I go all out
just like everybody else."
Anderson has gone through a lot to
improve both his game and his life
outside basketball.
"I used to read about myself in the

papers just like any other player
would do and I got unfocused on
things," he said. "I thought that basketball was all I had, but I think I'm
older .now and have gotten a lot of
good out of those bad experiences."
Anderson was wary of the differences between Mississippi State and
MSU.
"At a big school, you can get caught
up in being somebody special," he
said. "But its not where you are, it's
the people around you."
Although Anderson has had success
with the Racers, he is not content.
"I hadn't really reached a point to
say that I am totally satisfied with
my game yet," he said. "And I don't
think I'll ever get to the point where I
am totally satisfied."
Anderson is out of the spotlight of
the SEC, but he still has dreams of
playing professionally.
"The opportunity is still there to
play on the next level," he said. '"But
if pro ball doesn't work, then I'll have
plenty of other things to do."
Anderson also aspires to open a
youth center in the future.
"I would like to o~ a center or
recreation place for kids, but right
now I'm concentrating on a degree,"
Anderson said.

to shoot their average at sectionals," Stone said. •
Head coach Elvis Green is
With only two days of prac- pleased as his squad tries to
tice after Christmas vacation, keep improving.
the Murray State University
"We've done all right for the
rifle team put in a respectable amount of practice we've had,"
showing at the Tennessee Tech Green said. "We just haven't
Invitational
Saturday
in had enough practice after havCookeville.
ing a month off."
The Racers placed second to
Senior captain John Cline
the host Golden Eagles, who believes the limited amount of
beat the Racers 6151-6100.
practice time will only help the
Individual honors were cap- team concentrate even more on
tured by freshman lryt Chance accomplishing its lofty goals for
and senior co-captain Diana the season.
Muth. Chance shot the team's
"Having only two days of
high smallbore score of 1156 practice hasn't been disasand followed with a second-best trous," Cline said. "It just gave
round of 380 in the air rifle us a note of where we need to
division. Meanwhile, Muth be.
chalked up a 384 total with the
"We're focusing on narrowing
air rifle.
down to the people who are
Senior co-captain Amanda going to qualify and putting
Stone said that with sectionals more emphasis and structure
being held Feb. 11-12, the team in their practices to get them
must regroup quickly to qualify ready."
for the NCAA Chama:»ioilahjpA
~ .9(!e ~am will host Qul
as the Racers would have to Roger Withrow lnvita~ional
shoot the eighth-best score in this weekend at the Pat
the country.
Spurgin Rifle Range in Stewart
"All we need is for everyone Stadium.

Bv MJJ(E

0 HSTROM

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Shirley

junior forward Greg Ande rso n slams home two
of his five points with authority against
Tennessee State. Despite Hurray State's 78-75
loss to the host T igers, Anderson, Junior for·
ward transfer from Mississippi State , has co n·
tributed gready to the Race r's I 1-5 start.
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For Only$
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FRATERNITY
ROSH INFORMATIONAL MEETING
FEBRUARY 5 at 8 P.M.
CORRIS CENTER AUDITORIUM

HOTDOGGER
FEBRUA·RY 6 at 7:30 P.M.
T-ROOM

FEB. 6 - 12

SIGN-UP /S FREE
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to get kick out of club

MSU

c~ub

Soccer

to be offered in fall; rec program one-of-a-kind
Recreation, said.

BY TOM KIMMEL
STAFF WRITER

It may not be the World Cup,
but soccer is coming to Murray
State. Because of the growing
popularity of the sport, the
University will offer a soccer
program starting in the fall
semester.
The program, called Club
Soccer Select, is targeted to be
just below the collegiate competition level l;>ut well above the
intramural level and will be
used as a recruiting tool for
those high school students who
enjoy playing the sport but are
unable to participate at the collegiate level.

Incoming students will be
asked whether or not they are
going to participate long before
they arrive at Murray State.
They will be placed on teams
using a variety of criteria.
"Players will be reviewed on
the basis of experience, skill
level and position once enrolled
at Murray State University,"
Smith said. "They will be
placed on a team which they
remain part of until graduation.
"We are going to try to keep
the teams as balanced as we
can."

"We sent out approximately
There will be 16 players on
1,200 letters to high school each team, and Smith considplayers and coaches," Jeff ers 10 to 15 teams a likely estiSmith, coordinator of Campus mate for the fall semester.
I

;;

'

In addition to the club play,
the best players. in the league
will be asked to play for
Murray in sanction~d regional,
state and national competitions. All of the selected players
will be registered with the
Kentucky
Youth
Socc~r
Association and/or the United
States Soccer Fed~ration.

officials will be at every match.
Players will only be responsible for a $35 annual fee. This
fee covers medical insurance,
team equipment, liability
insurance and sanction fees.

'

'

You can put ten of
your own ~ords into
The Murray State News

<JLA.sSIFIEDS

~EBSONALS

~EBSONALS

EOB SALE

Miller, I'm thlnkln' 'bout you,
and I like what I'm thlnkln' ya
bluebeny.

Wohlleb, let'sdr1nk some Lucky
Buck and go totally 'SO's.

Florida's Spring Break
Hotspots! Cocoa Beach (Near
Disney)- 27 Acre Deluxe
Beachfront Resort 7 Nights
$1591 Key west $2291 Daytona
Beach Room with kitchen from
$12911-800-678-6386.

Run, Cecil, Runl

How many Rho Chi's does It
take to screw In a light bulb?

Thank you AXA for another
fabulous mixer. We're still
RAVElng about how much fun
It was. Let's do It again soon!
Love, the sisters In Alpha
Sigma Alpha.

.S.M., You're on step 3 on the
road to recovel)'. But what are
the other 9 steps? Wohlleb

Tr1xle & Ash- You two did an
awesome job with Rush!
Thanks for your hard work and
dedcatlon. Al:A love and ours,
Your sisters.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING ·
Earn up to 2,000+ mo. World
travel. Seasonal & Full-11me
positions. No exp necessary.
For Info. cal1-206-634-0468
ext. C55381

AX.Ils new members -We are
so excited to call you our sis·
tarsi You ladles ~ so cooll
!J.A love and ours, Your sisters.
Jlllybean, the beauty queen,
on me you can always lean.
With our new roomies who're
never mean, everything Is
peachy keenl

HELP WANTED

PART·TIME Office work
hours 1-7 p.m. Send replies to
P.O. Box 1124 Murray, KY
42071.

EOBSALE
Spring Breakl Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 days $2791 Includes
12Meals&6freepartles1Great
beaches & nightlife! A HUGE
partyl Spring Break Travel 1800-678-6386

Spring Break! Panama City I 8
Days Oceanview Room with a
kitchen $1291 Walk to best barsI
Includes tree drscount card
which will save you $100 on
food/drlnksl1-800-678-6386.
1981 BMW-32015-speed Good
car. New tires. 753-6232.

Still keepin'
that
New Year's
Resolution?

M.:NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

..

~
~

J$

'(I

10% Student Discount With MSU I.D.
Gift Certificates
Mastercard Visa
Monday-Thursday
8 a m -10 p m
Frtday
8 a:m:-8 p.~. ·
Saturday
8 a .m .-5 p.m.

'tf

~

-~ 1-

1 p.m.-5 p.m.
~
!Murray
753-9653~

for only $1

or Thanks to a friend.
This could have been
your space to sell a
formal dress or carpet
that you don't want
anymore. Place a
classified next week!
INDEX

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classifleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

~ Now For Your Tanning Appointments.

O{ympit. Pfa.t;a.

your space to say Hi

With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE JIHONE.

Wolff System ii'anning
Center

Sunday

This could have been

RATES

lib, Mr. MSU Pageant Contestants Call Us ~
~

the Racers of the Week.
Chance, a freshman from Louisville, Colo., has consistently fired the team's first or second highest score in
almost every meet that the Murray State rifle team has
performed in this season. In a ~ 1-point loss to host
Tennessee Tech at the Tennessee Tech Invitational
Saturday in Cookeville, Tenn., Chance shot down a teamhigh total of I 156 in the smallbore round before scoring a
second-best mark of 380 in the air rifle category.
Brown, a junior from West Memphis, Ark., led Murray
State's men's basketball team with 24 points and seven
rebounds in Monday's game against Tennessee State in
Nashville, but it wasn't enough as the Tigers eked out a
78-75 win in front of a home crowd of 8,049. Brown's
effort included a perfect 6-of-6 from the free-throw lineand 4-of-8 accuracy from three-point range, the eighth
attempt clanging off the front of the rim in desperation.

T

:j

t p

lryt Chance and Marcus Brown have been named as

''To my knowledge, we are the
only school in the country that
is setting up a program like
"We plan to start with one this," Smith said. "I called the
select or all-star team, but if director of campus recreation
the talent level will support at UCLA and he had not heard
more teams we will field them," of it."
Smith said.
Existing students will also be
The University will furnish eligible to play and any who are
many of the resources needed interested and would like to
to begin play. Each team will be receive more information can
supplied with full uniforms, contact the Campus Recreation
practice equipment, access to Office.
training facilities, assigned
Smith is worlting on setting
practice times, schedule coordination and paid coaches. In up a similar program for field
addition, high school-certified hockey.

'

•I

Sports
Notebook

PERSONAlS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOASALE
HELP WAN' EO
LOST&FOUNO
RIDES
MISC.

Bring this form with up to ten
words and a dollar to
The Murray State News ·
office, Wilson Hall Room Ill
by Wednesday at 3 p.m. and see
your words in print on Friday.

NOTICE

~~~~wr
How compatible are you?
Let the stars tell you.
Send a self-addressed stamped business
sized envelope with your nam.e ,
birthdate, birthtlrne, birthplace, and
those of your valentine, along with a
$ 10 check or money order to:
Lynn's Fun
P.O. Box 2570
University Sation
Murray ,KY 42071-330 1

Jlli(r~~~~

Egg McMuffin
~----. or Big Mac

NATIONAL

STUDENT
EXCHANGE
PROGRAM.

Instant Passport Pictures
1 0°;0 OFFwith valid ID
To MSU Students

......-~SoaR Shot
1 Hour Photo
Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
10 a.m.-2p.m.

Olympic Plaza • 759-9347
All photos printed ...confidentially.
The program. The National Student Exchange Program
is an educational exchange program with over 2500
participants each year. Currently, 119 schools are consortium members. This membership allows students to
exchange to other member schools for up to one year.
Length of Exchange. MSU students may exchange for a
summer, semester, quarter or full year. MSU students
are encouraged to participate for the full year but this
is not a requirement of the program.

Cost. The NSE program is very affordable. Students

For more Information, contact:
CAREER SERVICES OFFICE

2 I 0 ORDWAY OFFICE
PO Box 9
MURRAY, KY. 4207 I -0009
(502) 762-2906
ROOM

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR' THE GREAT.TASTE
107 N. 12th St.

.•.

Offer ends Wednesday, Feb. 1 at 3 p.m.

When to Exchange. Students may exchange l!my time
during their undergraduate years at MSU.

Widening your
Educational Horizons

-.

exchanging from MSU simply pay the tuition they are
currently paying MSU and attend lhe host school.
Room. board and travel are not included . Only tuition

is paid to MSU.
Eligibility. If you are an undergraduate with cl 2.5 GPA
and have been enrolled as a full time student during the
semester prior to applying for the exchange. you are
eligible for the NSE program.

The last week of February is the deadline for applications to exchange
for the upcoming academic term.

........
...
.
~

..,:

The Murray State News
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ENGINEERING
Continued from Page 1

engineering programs in the common·
wealth.

The MSU-U of L pact
In December, MSU and U of L officials
signed an articulation agreement by which
Murray State engineering physics stu·
dents may transfer credits to the J. B.
Speed Scientific School. After completing
further U of L courses, students could
attain a U of L bachelor's and/or master's
degree.
Goldstein writes that if Murray State
seeks to offer an engineering program dif·
'ferent from the existing engineering
physics option, the Council has the author·
ity to review the proposal.
Despite this legal advice, both Murray
State and U of L officials continue to support the agreement.

"It doesn't cost us anything; said MSU
President Kern Alexander. "It's an additional avenue of opportunity for our students, and we'll defmately keep that open."
Thomas Hanley, dean of engineering at
the J. B. Speed Scientific School, insists
that the agreement is not a new proposal.
"I don't think the Council is going to prohibit us from working with Murray
State ...but if they want to take a look at
the proposal, we would certainly have no
objection," Hanley said.

a replication of UK's existing program, the
legal opinion
suggests that KRS
164.020(8) implies the Council has authority to review the agreement. Also, the CHE
may consider whether PCC qualifies as an
extended campus of the University of
Kentucky.
Much like U ofL and MSU officials, PCC
President Lynn O'Haru said the legal opinion will not immediately effect Paducah
plans. He said construction should begin
later this year, with a completion date set
for fall t996.
The Council may need no invitation from
P~C-UK
the
involved parties to postpone or cease
Paducah Community College and UK
plans.
The decision to take these or other
have been working since last year toward
actions
has not been made, said Gary Cox,
establishing UK chemical and mechanical
executive
director of the Council.
engineering programs at the Paducah site.
"I think the clear implication of the opinPCC has raised more than $8 million
toward construction of the project's facility. ion taken it its whole, and not in its pieces,
Goldstein notes possible violations with- is that the Council has the authority to
look at this issue," Cox said. "As to specific
in this arrangement as well.
Because it is unclear whether the pro- implicatio!)s, I expect we will get to those
posal constitutes a new program or simply here in a few days.

The

plan

Go Racers

Kut N' Kurl
Tanning Package Special

Back to school tanning
Buy 300 minu tes for $ 20

Washers still

Best deal in town!
Southside Shopping Center 753-1682

75¢

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

( "¥.
~
Ufe
Home ~I=:"
Health
Buslness Annuities
A tnu.Udon fn servia:
since J9 8J

CertlDed Insurance Counselor
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Laundry Service & Alterations

614 S . 4th St.

in 6 Weeks
-
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-

-
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Three ways
to bcatttic
high cost
of college.

-----

-

---~

It's the Final Days of our

January Clearance
starting Friday at 9 a.m.

20°/o
Off
regular prices

1. The Montsomcry

STOREWIDE

GIBIII

2. Student IOM

Plus ...
All items on our Sale
Tables Reduced

NJMymcllt

3. Part-time Income

50°/c,
Off
regular prices

The Anny Reserve Alternate
Training Program is a smart way to
pay for college.
F'U"St. if you qualify, the
Mon($omeryGI Bill can provide
you With up to $6,840 for current college expenses or approved vo/tech

And...

All Wicker & Rattan
Furniture

IJ'ai.ning.

Second,ifyou~robaun

-a qualified student loan not in
default. you may get it~<! offat the
rateofl5%peryearorS500. whichever is greater. up to a maximum of
S10.000. Selected military skills can
double that maximum.
Third. you can earn part-time
money in college. and here's bow it
works: One summer you take Basic
Training. and the next summer you
receive skill trai.ningatanAnny
school. You'll earn over$1.500for
Basic and even more for skill b'ain·

20°/o-50°/o
off regular prices

3 Days Only
Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Jan.27, 28, 29

ing. Thenyou'llattendmonthly.

meetings at an Army Reserve umt

University Plaza

IUU. TOUCAN~

Chestnut Street

ARMY RESERVE

AUGUST~OON
Chinese Restaurant

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

~--~==-elympic

Specials

Plaza

EVERYDAY
All Movies

Welcome back
MSU students

3 for $6.60*
2 day rental
largest Selection of New Arrivals
In the Area
SEGA Genesis and Super Nlntendo Games
and Players tor Ren t
Come See Our Chlldrens and Fam ily Movie
Are11 wllh KldSKIIStle
'Supersedes All Specials

753-7670
626 Central
Shopping Cente r

Daily Luncheon Specials - All You Can Eat Buffet

~

Dine in or Carry Out

Monday - Thursday
10 a.m. • 10 p.m.
Friday - Saturday
10 a.m.· 11 p.m.
Sunday

noon - 10 p.m.

IESEIYE

OFFICEIS '

TIAINING

C 0 IPS

PRESENT THIS
COUPON TO

SAVE

00

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam . Every year Army
fees They even pay a fiat rate for text·
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
boo~ and supplies You can also rece1ve
of talented students. If you qualify, ~~- an allowance of up to $1000 each
these ment·based scholarships can
school year the scholarshiP IS m
help you pay tmtion and educational
effect. Fmd out today lf you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIITEST COI,IF,GE COURSE YOU W TAlE.
For more Information contact
Contact ca~ Dexter Heuson At 762-4123

-

1

442-2949

r-:7753-0632
(502)

-

SPRING BREAK •

,:

1_I

- - - - -_

near your college, usually one week·
end a month plus two weeks a year.
Youll be paid over $105aweekend
to start. It's wonh thinking about
Give us a call;

Auto

Tracy D. Mc Kinney

I
I
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~

I

ON ANY SINGLE REGULAR
PRICED PURCHASE
THROUGHOUT THE STORE
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